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Abstract
This report reviews the mathematical methods applicable to ionized gases. In Part
I the motion of an individual electron or ion under a Lorentz force, including the effects
of magnetic gradients, is studied. In Part II, with the introduction of collisions, this is
no longer possible, but we can still follow the motion of an average particle. For high
values of E/p, the behavior of a swarm of particles is remarkably close to the motion of
the average particle, but for lower values of E/p other methods must be used. In Part
III the Boltzmann equation is applied to a "Lorentzian gas," that is, to free electrons in
a gas. In Part IV the equation is transformed to an integral form, the Boltzmann trans-
port equation, so that it will be applicable to ions. The transport equation is solved
exactly for the case of particles with a constant mean free time, which corresponds to
the polarization force between an ion and a molecule. The consideration of Coulomb
interactions in Part V introduces a force of so much longer range that an electron inter-
acts simultaneously with a large number N of electrons and ions. The basic assumption
of Boltzmann theory is then violated, and one must use the Fokker-Planck equation, the
relation of which to the Boltzmann transport equation is shown. The coefficients of the
Fokker-Planck equation are derived by the method of the Rosenbluth potentials.
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Introduction
This report is divided into five parts according to the mathematical method used,
rather than according to the physical situation. In Part I we attempt to follow the mo-
tion of an individual particle under a Lorentz force, including the effects of gradients
of the magnetic field. This is no longer possible with the introduction of collisions in
Part II, but one may yet follow the motion of an average particle. One is then tempted
to expect that a swarm of particles will have the behavior of the average particle, and
this is remarkably close to the truth for high values of E/p, the ratio of the continuous
to the stochastic force, and has the advantage of being more intuitive than the distribu-
tion function methods which follow.
The method of orbits can be extended to give dispersion about the mean but this is
unprofitable. If one cannot follow an individual particle experimentally it is best to let
it lose its identity in the theory as well, and calculate the distribution function f(r,v,t)
of an assembly. The Boltzmann equation then replaces the Newtonian equations.
In Part III the Boltzmann equation is applied to a "Lorentzian gas," a gas composed of
light particles which do not collide with each other, but do collide with heavier particles;
that is to free electrons in a gas.
The Boltzmann equation is difficult to solve when the restriction to light particles
is removed, in Part IV, so that it will be applicable to ions. The equation is then trans-
formed to an integral form, the Boltzmann transport equation, which gives directly the
average value of any quantity X(v) depending on the velocity of the ions. The transport
equation contains the unknown f(v), but as it is under an integral sign an approximation
to f results in a higher approximation for X. This property of the transport equation
was shown by Maxwell to be particularly prominent if the law of force between particles
varied inversely as the fifth power of their distance. In that case the equation for X is
completely independent of f. Fortunately the inverse fifth power law is exactly right for
a slow ion and a molecule, aside from the property of charge transfer.
The consideration of Coulomb interactions in Part V introduces a force of so much
longer range that an electron is interacting simultaneously with many others, and the
number N with which it interacts simultaneously enters explicitly into the equations.
The basic assumption of Boltzmann theory is that the interaction time t is very small.
With Coulomb interactions the fluctuation time T is smaller than At, and the appropriate
equation for this situation is that of Fokker-Planck.
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When the interactions between electrons are large compared with their interactions
with the gas, a new type of phenomenon appears: collective oscillations superposed on
the random motions. These will not be considered here, partly because the subject is
new and not well understood.
MKS rationalized units will be used throughout this report. In this system the
-7permeability of free space is uo = 4r X 10 henry/meter and the permittivity is0
e = 1 / c2 farad/meter. To convert to cgs units, substitute 47rc = 1. q = Ze is the
~~0 0 19
charge on the ion, and e = 1.602 X10 coulombs is always positive. The word "ion"
is generally used to distinguish the heavy particle from an electron, but it is also occa-
sionally used to mean either ion or electron, as in the preceding sentence, care being
taken in the context so that it is not misunderstood.
I. ELECTRON AND ION ORBITS
a. Orbits in Uniform Fields
1. Orbits in a uniform magnetic field only. In the absence of collisions, a particle
of charge q moving in a magnetic field B is subject to a force
F = q vxB = mv (1.1)
We shall assume that the motion of the particle is the
R _
resultant of a circular motion vb about a guiding
center G, which itself has a uniform motion v
g
sib vvv =  +v =v + Xr (1.2)
g b g b b (1.2)
The acceleration for this motion is
..- - 2-
v bx vb = -brb (1.3)
amb Substituting in Eq. 1.1 gives
Fig. 1. Vector relations in q X B q vb X B = m b vb
the motion of an ion g
in a magnetic field. whence
b =- qB/m (1.4)
v XB = 0 (1.5)
g
2
Thus the motion is circular around B with the "cyclotron" frequency vb given by
B 27 m- 2.799 mc/gauss for electronsB 27r m
= 1.525 kc/gauss for protons
combined with an arbitrary uniform translation along B. Equation 1.4 will be kept as
the definition of the cyclotron vector Wb. Equation 1.5 will be generalized in the follow-
ing sections.
2. Orbits in uniform electric and magnetic fields. A particle in the presence of
both an electric and a magnetic field experiences the Lorentz force
F = q (E + vx B) = m v (2.1)
If we assume a solution of this equation of the form Eq. 1.2, we find that
E +v x B = 0 (2.2)
g
which yields
-(2.3)
vg = E X B/B + vl (2.3)
where the velocity v parallel to the magnetic field is not determined by Eq. 2.2 but
satisfies the usual scalar equation
m vi = qEl (2.4)
hence the conservation of energy principle
1 2
- m v + qV = constant (2.5)
2 vi
The motion of the guiding center is therefore normally accelerated along the magnetic
field and has a constant drift of magnitude El /B across the magnetic field. If the
medium is neutral, containing equal amounts of positive and negative charges, an elec-
tric field produces motion along B in the opposite direction for the two signs of charge;
hence a net electric current along the field. But the cross drift is the same for both
kinds of charge; hence in this direction E produces a mass motion with no electric cur-
rent.
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3. Orbits in a uniform magnetic field and alternating electric field. If an alter-
nating electric field
E E e (3.1)
p
is superposed on a magnetic field B, the resultant velocity will have a random compon-
ent with three arbitrary constants
v = v + WbX rb (3.2)
in which vil is constant (zero frequency) and wb X r b has the cyclotron frequency, plus
a forced motion, v ej , at the applied frequency, which has no arbitrary constants.
g
Substituting Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 and the forced motion in Eq. 2.1 gives
(jw- wb X) g = q E/m = a (3.3)
b g
whose solution is
(jW+wbx)a l jall
v = - (3.4)
2 2 w
b
This represents a three-dimensional elliptical motion, which is, of course, superposed
on the helical random motion. At frequencies above the cyclotron frequency the compon-
ent in a plane perpendicular to B has its major axis along E, and is out of phase with
E. At lower frequencies the reverse is true.
At the cyclotron frequency Eq. 3.4 is singular and there is no steady state. The
solution of the equation of motion is
g -[( 2EL + jt - Ex w - jll (3.5)
The vector solution 3.4 is some-
what easier to visualize as a tensor
written with the z-axis along B
E
>b w<'b
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Elliptical motion in an alternating
electric field. B is normal to the
paper. (a) Displacement out of
phase. (b) Displacement in phase.
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1L Xk II =
w2 jww
2 2 2 2
w - Wb w -Wb
2 2 2 2
w - W b - ob
0 1b
0 0 1
(3.6)
Then
- jq
Vg,k m i 7 (3.7)
mt
where the usual summation convention over the repeated index is implied.
The velocities of the charged particles determine the permittivity of a plasma; hence
its ability to propagate electromagnetic waves, in the following way. From the velocity
of the guiding center one obtains the real current at the frequency w
2
n q J (3.8)Jk = nq vg,k kEm Li ki
and the total current is
J + D = J + j woe E (3.9)
which leads to the permittivity tensor
EkI< E 6 --l 2 (3.10)k = o kl 2 kl
w
2 2
where the symbol w = n q /E m defines the plasma frequency
p 0
v = = 8.984 /-fi in inks units for electrons (3.11)
P 27r
The ratio of plasma to cyclotron frequency has the interesting property
2 2
w n m c material energy density
P = = (3.12)
2 B - H 2 Xmagnetic energy density
b
5
In general, we are not interested in the off-diagonal terms of the permittivity. For
electric fields parallel to B, the dielectric coefficient E/¢E is less than 1 and is nega-
tive for frequencies below the plasma frequency. Electromagnetic waves of these fre-
quencies, therefore, cannot propagate and the plasma frequency represents a lower
frequency limit for propagation. For waves whose electric field is perpendicular to the
magnetic field B, there is a forbidden band (1)
2 2 2 2
Wb cW <w b + wP (3.13)
Waves of frequency above this band propagate at a phase velocity faster than in free
space while waves of frequency below the band propagate slower than light.
4. Orbits in a changing magnetic field. In a magnetic field changing at the rate B
there is an induced electric field E. and applying the induction law to the circular orbit
1
of the charged particle we have
2.
27r r E iE ds = - = - r B (4.1)
Consequently, the motion perpendicular to the magnetic field will be accelerated and we
have
vj_ = q Ei/m = r b b/2 (4.2)
From Eq. 1.2
iv =r b +ibb(4.3)I = rb b+ bb
whence
LWb rb = rbb/2 (4.4)
and
d( b) (rbvL )= r ( ib +v 0 (4.5)
dt bb dtbL b b b
This equation expresses the conservation of angular momentum of the ion about the
guiding center, or, alternatively, the conservation of magnetic flux linked by the circular
motion. As the magnetic field B is increased, the orbits decrease in size and also
move closer together, each guiding center remaining on a line of force and each orbit on
a tube of force. The density of charged particles, as well as their energy, therefore in-
creases proportionately to the magnetic field B.
d (u±\t =L(mn) = 0 (4.6)
dt \B dt B
6
1 2
where u 1 = - m v is the kinetic energy of the circular motion.
b. Orbits in Inhomogeneous Magnetic Fields
We shall now consider certain peculiarities of ionic orbits which appear in inho-
mogeneous magnetic fields that have been of particular interest to astronomers. They
have been treated by H. Alfven (2). We shall always assume small gradients, grad B
<< B/r b , so that the circular motion is not sufficiently deformed to prevent the treat-
ment in terms of the motion of a guiding center.
5. Longitudinal magnetic gradient. Consider first the effect of a gradient
(B grad B) such that the magnitude of B changes along a straight line of force. The
particle then observes a uniform magnetic field but one which changes with time as the
guiding center moves along a line of force. Accordingly, the conditions of the last sec-
tion hold in a coordinate system moving with the guiding center and the orbit of the
particle will link a constant amount of magnetic flux (Busch's
theorem). The orbit is then a spiral described on the surface
of a tube of force. The pitch of the spiral, 2 rrbvl /v l = 2 rrb
tan , changes, however, as the conservation of energy re-
B quires u = constant, and conservation of angular momentum
requires u /B = constant. Combining these two gives
Fig. 3. The pitch angle 0.
2
Bu Bv 2 2
v=Bsec =oup 2 o
V1
(5.1)
where B is a constant. An ion spiraling
along a tube of force in the direction of in-
creasing field has a decreasing pitch angle
0. B is the value of B at which the angle
o goes through zero and therefore at which the
motion of the particle is reflected. Recipro-
cally, if there is a distribution of particles at
B with various pitch angles, only particles for
which
Fig. 4. Reflection of a spiral path in
a converging magnetic field.
2 B
cos0 
B
O
will penetrate to fields greater than B.
7
(5.2)
- 
From (5.1) it readily follows that
B -B
2 2 o
v = v (5.3)B
o
whence the equation of motion of the guiding center along the line of force is
vt = B d z (5.4)
B -B
0
6. Transverse gradients. We must now consider two effects of magnetic gradients
which produce motion of the guiding center at right angles to the magnetic field. If there
is a magnetic gradient at right angles to the magnetic field, the erstwhile circular orbit
will no longer be circular as the curvature will now be greater on one side than on the
other and this will produce a crosswise motion, illustrated in Fig. 5. Similarly, if the
lines of force are curved, the vector curvature is given by
(B grad) B 1 aB (6.1)
B B B az
STRONG FIELD GRAD(Note hat, although B 1 , the component of BSTRONG FIELD GRAD B
<Vg , T perpendicular to itself, is zero, its gradient is
not zero when the lines of B are curved.) The
WEAK FIELD
centrifugal force caused by the motion of the
Fig. 5. Cross-drift in a magnetic
gig. Crs-dit i epedicu- guiding center along the line will produce an ad-gradient. B is perpendicu-
lar to the paper. ditional motion of the guiding center at right
angles to the magnetic field and to the curvature.
We shall assume that the gradients are small so that we can expand the magnetic field
about the center of the almost circular orbit
Wb = + (b grad) (6.2)
o b o
and we shall assume
v = v +w X r (6.3)
g o b
as before. Substituting in the equation of motion gives
8
_  __ __
~whX ±v xG~ w ~xri- x v+ r b grad) ( Xv )b o g a o b o g
-( (wX 7b) X (b. grad) (6.4)
a b b (6.4)
V = - 2 rb + () (B grad) B1
Expanding the triple cross products and remembering that rb . w = O, we find
0
1.. 22
X v + ( grad) ( x v ) (r grad ) = (B · grad) B (6.5)
o g b g 2 b b o
This equation contains terms of frequency wo because that part of the motion which has
been assumed circular in Eq. 6.3 is not truly circular. These periodic terms are
eliminated by averaging over a cycle which gives
rb = 0 (6.6)
and
2 2 (6.7)
rb (bgrad grad (6.7) b 0 0
When these are substituted in Eq. 6.5, one obtains
X v = (gradL2 ) + (B grad) B
(6.8)
= B) 2 (grad B 2 ) + (B) ( grad) B
The two terms on the right represent a magnetic pressure and a centrifugal force. As
the force is independent of the sign of q, the velocity of the guiding center v does depend
on the sign of q; that is, in a neutral medium these forces will produce a current or a
polarization of the medium.
If we introduce the current density J in the medium by the relation
J XB =(B grad) H1_ 2- gradl B H (6.9)
9
_ 
___
Equation 6.8 can be transformed into
2 2 2
vl + 2 vll vll
°7 vg 42 gradL B + J xB (6.10)
4B B- H
which relates the force on a particle m ' X v to the force per unit volume J X B
0 g
and in addition to the normal gradient of B 2 . Solving for the velocity of the guiding
center gives
uj + 2u 2 2u,
- Il- + 2B x grad B B ( x B) (6.11)
V + 2 II
g 2q 4 q 2B BHB
This equation simplifies considerably if there is no current (J = 0) and if it is applied
to an isotropic distribution in such a way that
u = 2u =kT (6.12)
where the factor 2 comes from the two directions perpendicular to B. The expression
then reduces to
2
kT B X grad B 2
v + v (6.13)
g q B4 1
These relations have been given by Spitzer (3).
The velocity of the guiding center at right angles to the magnetic field B is in such
a direction that the magnetic field of the current carried by v reduces the inhomogeneityg
in B. If the charges carried by v are allowed to accumulate, they will produce an elec-
tric field which in turn will produce mass motion in the direction of lower magnetic
fields.
7. The drift velocity. The drift velocity vd is defined as the average velocity of the
particles contained in a small volume V. More generally, it is the limit of this as the
volume V becomes small, but not smaller than the radius rb. The drift velocity vd is
to be distinguished very carefully from the velocity v , which is the time average of the
velocity of a single particle. These two velocity averages differ because the walls of the
volume V cut through some orbits so that V contains only parts of the orbits of certain
particles and when there are magnetic gradients these fractional orbits correspond to
velocities greater than v on one side of V and smaller than, or even opposed to, v on
the other side. For a uniform magnetic field these fractional orbits on the two sides 
the other side. For a uniform magnetic field these fractional orbits on the two sides may
10
STRONG FIELD
"Vg QQfQ(U~KrCn. GRADE 
WEAK FIELD
Fig. 6. A volume V contains fractional
orbits for which the motion is
opposed to the guiding center.
be added to give complete orbits so that
d = v, but in this case v 0 and both aver-
ages vanish in directions normal to B. For
an inhomogeneous field there are more frac-
tional orbits on the weak side, assuming uni-
form particle density, because these orbits
are larger. But these fractional orbits cor-
respond to motion against v , and therefore
Vd < v . A careful computation shows (3)
that vd = 0 and we shall not repeat the argu-
ment, but merely point out that this result
must be so, by considering a system in
thermodynamic equilibrium. In such a system even when there are magnetic gradients
present, provided there are no other forces, the density is uniform. Any drift velocities
would disturb this uniformity and therefore must be zero. This cancellation of v by the
g
intercepted orbits is exactly the same as the cancellation of the diamagnetism of free
electrons arising from surface effects (4).
In a physical enclosure with real walls, the situation may be different and it depends
on the nature of the walls. If they are perfectly reflecting, so that equilibrium is pos-
sible, v = 0 even though v is different from zero as above. The particles interceptedd g
by the wall hop along the wall in the reverse direction to v and this produces the can-
cellation. If charged particles striking the walls are absorbed by it, this eliminates the
surface currents discussed above and then vd ; v , but the distribution of these veloci-g
ties is different: the drift velocity is confined to the region near the walls until density
gradients are generated, and then the problem becomes more complicated.
In the case of electric fields studied in Sec. 2, vd and v are equal. Henceforth we
shall deal with assembly averages, and therefore with vd and not with v 
c. Pressure Gradients
8. Equation for the drift velocity. Pressure gradients are exactly the opposite of
magnetic gradients, as they produce no motion of the individual particles (v = 0), unless
g
the particles collide with each other, but they do produce a drift velocity vd. Thus we
have the following scheme:
11
.I I | 1 1 1 1 1 
---  - - -- --- `-
I · · · · · ·b F X I X 
Type of Force Velocity Average
E v = g d
2 -grad B v#0, Vd 0
grad p Vg v O. vd = 0
In dealing with an assembly whose velocity distribution is isotropic, a pressure
gradient is equivalent to a force, so that one can write the equation for the drift velocity
grad p
m vd q (E d x B) (8.1)
where
1 2
p = n m v = n k T (8.2)
Thus vd is obtained from a force equation exactly like that for a single particle. vd
determines an orbit which shall be called the orbit of an average ion, to distinguish it
from the average orbit of a given ion which is determined by v . Equation 8. 1 can be
_,-~~~~~~ g
solved for vd and it gives
grad p B
vd =E nq )X 2 + -vI (8.3)
B
and
1 aP
m vi = q E n z (8.4)
We have neglected here a term in B X vd. This term would give the circular motion
of Sec. 1 and would be applicable if all the ions of the assembly had the same starting
conditions. If the starting conditions are random, the phases of the circular motions
will be random, and the B X vd term averages out.
9. Equilibrium. In the case of thermodynamic equilibrium, vd = 0 and Eqs. 8.3
and 8.4 lead to
qE grad p k T grad n (91)qE kT (9.1)n n
or
n = n exp (- q V/k T) (9.2)0
12
.
Equations 8.3 and 8.4 are therefore consistent with a Boltzmann distribution that is
entirely independent of the magnetic field.
10. Stationary distributions. We shall now assume a stationary state in which vd
is constant, and
J = n q vd = curl H (10.1)
that is, there are no currents other than those arising from the particles in question.
This is somewhat different from the assumption of Sec. 6 where the magnetic field was
given and assumed to arise from external sources. Equation 8.1 then gives
grad p= n q E - B X curl H (10.2)
or
1-- - - _
grad (p +- B H) = n q E + (B grad) H (10.3)2
Two special cases with E = 0 will be considered.
(a) Straight parallel magnetic field lines: In this case, the right-hand side of Eq.
10.3 vanishes and we have (5)
1 - -
p + B H = constant (10.4)
The charged particles responsible for the current concentrate in the regions of weak
field, the total material plus magnetic pressure being a constant. The process by which
this concentration is reached is that described in Sec. 6. Perhaps the important thing
about the rather logical result 10.4 is that it is not correct unless (B grad) H vanishes.
This is illustrated by the following example.
(p) Circular magnetic field lines: W. H. Bennett (6) first studied the dynamic
equilibrium of an electrically neutral double stream of cylindrical symmetry. We as-
sume equal numbers of positive and negative charges, n+ = n = n, with the relative velo-
city Vd, so that the current density is J = n q vd. Bennett finds that the equilibrium
current distribution is
J
J = (10.5)
(1 + b r2 )
where J is the current density on the axis, and b is a parameter determining the size
of the stream. The field of this stream is
13
_ I
J r/2
o
H - (10.6)21 +br
and the force equation 10.2 is readily integrated to give
bt /8b b J
oo o oP = -- J (10.7)
(1 + br) 8b
with no constant of integration if the pressure is to vanish at infinity. It is noted that
p + H is not constant. The proportionality between p = 2 n k T and J allows the
2
relative drift velocity
vd = 16 b k T/p q J (10.8)
to be constant over the cross section of the stream, which is essential if particles are
to move freely.
The total current in the stream is found by integrating Eq. 10.5
J
I 0 (10.9)b
and by integrating the pressure Eq. 10.7, one finds
X 1 2
p 2 r dr = N k T = (10.10)
0 87r
where N is the total number of particles, positive and negative, per unit length of
stream. Given N and T, Eq. 10.10 fixes a critical current I for equilibrium. If the cur-
rent is less than this, the magnetic force is insufficient to contain the thermal pressure
and the stream expands. Conversely, a larger current is focused.
14
II. THE LANGEVIN EQUATION
a. Mobility
11. Relaxation times. Langevin (7) added to the steady forces acting on an ion
a stochastic force m A(t), caused by collisions with the molecules of a gas, so that
v = a + b X v + A(t),
(11.1)
a = qE/m, ob = - qB/m 
where A(t) cannot be specified because it is fluctuating randomly. However, certain
average properties of A(t) may be known and we shall assume that these are
A = -v v, (11.2)c g
m v A = X v (U - u) (11.3)
c
In Eq. 27.6 v will be shown to be the collision frequency for momentum transfer
and X (Eqs. 25. 2 and 41. 9) an energy loss parameter which, for elastic collisions, is
2m
(M + m) (11.4)
where m is the mass of the ion and M that of a molecule of the gas. Therefore, X is
very small for an electron but it is of the order 1 for an ion; u is the energy of the ion;
and U is the average energy of the gas molecules. The bar over A and v A represents
a time average during the motion of a single particle, over a time long compared with
1/v but during which v, and therefore u, does not change appreciably(8). This is an
impossible condition for ions, but it may be satisfied for electrons.
The results of this section, using the Langevin equation, will be functions of u,
the instantaneous energy of the electron. They will not be directly applicable to an as-
sembly having a distribution of energy, but relate to a "microcanonical" assembly with
a known energy. These results will fit into the Boltzmann theory before integration
over energies.
Omitting for the moment all external forces, the solution of Eqs. 11.1 is found by
first multiplying both sides by mv and averaging. This yields, making use of 11. 3,
15
_ 
_ 
____ ____
du
- Xv d t (11.5)
u - U
1 /(Xv ) is the relaxation time for energy and, when the energy dependence of v (u) is
known, Eq. 11.5 can be integrated for u(t).
Averaging Eq. 11.1 directly yields
dv
g = - v d t (11.6)
v c
g
so that 1/v is the relaxation time for momentum. Since v (t) is known, it can be inte-
c c
grated for v (t).
g
Since we shall not consider magnetic gradients, the subscripts g or d are rather
1 2
arbitrary, so that the energy associated with v will be denoted ud = mv for conven-
g =2 
ience later. The total energy u is then conveniently divided into "drift" and "random"
energy
u = d + Ur (11.7)
The drift energy disappears, on the average, at each collision, most of it being converted
into random energy and a small fraction X going to the gas.
12. Mobility. Reintroducing the electric and magnetic fields and averaging Eq. 11.1
over the time gives
v = a +b x v - v v (12.1)g g c g
We shall consider the case of an alternating electric field E ej as the direct cur-
rent case is readily derived from the ac solution. The velocity v then also varies as
g
ej wt and Eq. 12.1 becomes
(Vc + j - wb X) v = a (12.2)
whence
2 -(v+ jW) v = a v (12.3)
c g g
The component of the field E in the direction of the drift is independent of the magnetic
field, even though the drift may be partially across the magnetic field. This is Tonks'
theorem (9). Solving Eq. 12.2 for the velocity v gives
g
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I
(wb . Vg) b = (VC + jw + wbX) a
This vector equation is somewhat better written in tensor notation
v i=ik E kg,If we introduce the symbolsk
If we introduce the symbols*
1
V + j ( + b)'
1
v +j(-Wb )
to correspond to left and right circular polarizations of the field normal to B, and E
parallel to B, the mobility tensor gik isik
I +r
1 k q j ( - r)ik 2 m
0
-j (I - r) 0
l+r 0
0 2p
It is convenient to refer to the three tensor components as the
parallel
transverse
and
perpendicular
= q
A1i- m
_+rqI + r q
T 2 m
U :J 2 m
components.
The energy of the drift motion when it is at right angles to the magnetic field is ob-
tained by replacing e j t t by cos wt and then squaring Eq. 12.5.
terms of double frequency.
2
uII (t) -ma
d - -4
It contains, of course,
2 2 2 2 2 2
+W b) ( -W + _ o) cos 2 w t + 2v wsin 2wt
c b c b c
v +(ct-
(12.8)
Wb)] 2 + (W+ b) 2]
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I
(12.4)
(12.5)
1
v + jw
c
(12.6)
(12.7)
*Note that wb is negative for an ion but positive for an electron. Resonance occurs
for a field rotating in the right-hand direction around the magnetic field when electrons
are responsible.
-
---- 
IUc + j (W - W b)I I IC + j (W + Wb) I ; g
Averaging over the time eliminates the periodic terms and gives for the average
kinetic energy of the drift motion the simpler expression
ma 1 1
Ud =8 v + (W- Wb) v + (W+ )2 (12.9)
Simpler expressions are obtained in the special case of a constant field (w = 0) when
the mobility tensor is
q
ik =-
m
Vc %
2 2 2 2
I + W V + L)wc b c b
b c 0
2 2 2 2
v + v +L b
o 0 1
c
(12.10)
and the drift energy is
2
m a
Ud w (12.11)
2(v + i2
c b
Equation 12.11 seems to differ from Eq. 12.9 by a factor 2, but this comes about because
the acceleration a in Eq. 12.9 is defined in terms of the peak instead of the root-mean-
square field.
Similarly, in the absence of a magnetic field, the mobility becomes a scalar
q/m
V-l (12.12)v +jw
c
and the drift energy is
q E /4 m q Eff
Ud = 2 2 (12.13)
+W2
v + 2 m 
c c
This last equation serves as the definition of an "effective" field Ef f which incorporates
both the factor- of an average cosine squared and the factor v2 /( 2 + 2 ) by which the
2 cc 
drift energy in an alternating field is reduced from that in a constant field.
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b. Diffusion
13. The random flight. Diffusion currents are not obtained directly from the
Langevin equation because this equation treats the average motion of a single particle,
and it has been shown that v = 0 under a concentration gradient. A diffusion coefficient
g
may, however, be defined in terms of the mean square displacement of a single particle
through the theory of the Random Flight (10). The procedure is as follows:
The motion of a free ion or electron in the absence of an electric field is along a
helix, so that the displacement r is the chord of a helix. That is, r is the chord of a
circle and z = vllt. In moving along the helix, collisions occur with the frequency v so
that the probability of having escaped a col-
lision after a time t is e- v c t . One can then
define a vector mean free path
v
oc
- t
c = fr e v dt (13.1)
0
and a particular mean-square free path
00
2 ri rk e tv dt (13.2)ik i c
0
Fig. 7. Orbits considered in defining The scalar mean free path c will be de-
the mean-square free path. fined in terms of particles moving along the
magnetic field,
I v (13.3)
c v
c
2
and we also define a tensor mean-square free path I by averaging Eq. 13.2 over initial
orientations that are assumed to be isotropic:
2 2
2 vii 2v 2 22 2 2 v 2 2 (13.4)I =2 23
zz 2 3 2 3 c
v v
c c
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2 2
.2 + 2 2v 4 v 4 c 2
xx yy 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 c
v + b v + w v + Wc c c b
(13.5)
(13.6)2 2 2x =y =x
xy yx zx
The tensor is, by its definition, symmetric and the components at right angles to the
magnetic field are reduced in the same ratio as the effective field, v /(v + b2 ) because
of the curvature of the orbit. In the limit of high magnetic fields (or low pressures)
2 2 2
xx+ y = 2 rb. The mean-square free path at right angles to the field is at most
x x yy b'
twice the orbit radius squared.
The mean-square displacement tensor at the end of N = v t collisions is
c c
2
ri k ik
and the symmetric diffusion tensor may be defined (11) by
(13.7)
r i r k 2i k v
Dik- 2t =-3
v
c
2 2
V + w
c b
0 0
v
0 c
2 2
v + W
c b
0
1
0 0 v
c
It is frequently convenient to think of a magnetic field as increasing the effective
size of the container in direction perpendicular to the field. Thus a cavity whose normal
diffusion length A is given by
1 1
2 2
A~ Ax
x
1 1
y z
y z
(13.9)
will, in the presence of a magnetic field along the z-axis, have an effective diffusion
length A given by
eff
2
v
1 c
2 2 2
A b v + bb c b
2
A
x
1 1A + 
2 2A Ayz
(13.10)
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(13.8)
The diffusion equation in such a cavity is then
2 Dn
.n a Z 2 (Diin)- (13.11)
at ax A
1 i b
where D = v2 /3 v is the field-free diffusion coefficient and it is assumed that n is
c
distributed in the mode appropriate to A.
Equation 13.11 leads to the solution
- Dt/Ab (13.12)
o
whence one obtains the average number N of collisions suffered by an ion in diffusing
out of the cavity
2 2
o Vc b 3 Ab
=-- nv dt 
= n dt D 2 (13.13)
O c
This provides a useful random-flight definition of the diffusion length A b.
14. The Einstein relation. A better definition of the diffusion coefficient can be
obtained by considering a pressure gradient as a force. Equation 8.1 shows that n q E
and -grad p are equivalent in producing a drift velocity vd. Using the results of Sec. 12,
it then follows that
Pi k ap 1 a(D. n)
v =- (14.1)d, i n q rk n ar k
whence 2
p m v (14.2)D. =- -ik ik ik
nq q 3
provided i k is not a function of position, that is, provided v , and B do not depend on
position. This is frequently a good assumption in electrical discharges; then Eq. 14. 1,
with D under the derivative sign, is a suitable definition of the diffusion coefficient. In the
kinetic theory of gases the gas pressure is frequently variable and then it is more suitable
to put D outside the derivative sign. But it must be remembered that grad p, and not
grad n, is the driving force, so that the factor v 2/3 must be retained under the derivative.
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Equation 14.2 is known as the Einstein relation, and by comparison with Eq. 12.10
it gives the diffusion tensor
2
v
D = 3
c Wb
2 2 2 2
v +W v +w
c b c b
-b Vc
2 2 2 2
v +W v + W
c b c b
1
0 0 v
c
(14.3)
which differs from Eq. 13.8 by the addition of antisymmetric terms. These terms are
lost in the random flight definition of D. which is inherently symmetric.ik
Both this expression and Eq. 13.8 predict that diffusion transverse to a magnetic
field decreases as 1/B 2 at high fields. As far as the author is aware, this result is
verified experimentally. Claims to the contrary (12) refer to conditions in which space
charge has a large effect. This situation must now be considered.
15. Ambipolar diffusion. In a plasma in which there are ions of both signs, the
faster ions, generally electrons, tend to diffuse out of the plasma and leave an excess of
positive charge, whose space charge field E then retards the electrons and accelerates
s
the slower ions, thus linking their diffusion.
Debye and Huckel (13) showed that the field of an ion in an electrolyte was reduced
by a factor exp (- r/ D ) as a result of shielding by the ions of opposite sign, and the
theory applies equally well to the positive ions in a plasma, where
ED
2 o- (15.1)
D n e 
If the plasma is contained in a vessel of dimensions greater than ID, the ions will
be able to hold their shielding electrons and the diffusion will be called ambipolar,
whereas if the dimensions are much less than D' the electrons will diffuse independently
of the ions, and the diffusion will be called free. These limits correspond to high and low
ion concentrations, respectively. One can also consider the two limits of high and low
gas concentrations in which the vessel is large or small compared with the mean free
path. Allis and Rose (14) have considered the first situation, Bernstein and Holstein
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the latter (15). We shall consider the high-pressure case, since it is more closely
related to the diffusion process. In this case, the flow vectors r+ and r of the
positive and negative ions are given by
r =- grad Dn+ + Es+n+ (15.2)+ + s+
r =-grad D n - Es M n (15.3)
and the space-charge field E is given by Poisson's equation
div E = (n -n ) e (15.4)
o s + -
These equations are completed by the continuity equations
an
+ = I - div r
at +
an
- I - div r
at
where I is the ionization rate, and by boundary conditions. We shall consider, in particu-
lar, the stationary state in which
div r = div r (15.5)
+
Equations 15.2 and 15.3 are quadratic on account of the products E n; therefore
s
methods of solution applicable to linear equations do not apply and machine computation
is necessary to obtain good solutions. However, useful results can be obtained by making
two simple, though inexact, assumptions: the assumption of congruence
r = r (15.6)
+
which is suggested, but not required, by Eq. 15.5, and the assumption of proportionality
grad n+ grad n
(15.7)
n n
which is true in the free limit, because then the positive and negative ions satisfy inde-
pendently the same diffusion equation, and is also true in the ambipolar limit, because
then the difference between n and n is very small compared with either one of these.
We shall assume that D and D are constants so that they can be taken outside of the
+
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gradient operator. Equations 15.2 and 15.3 are then solved by first eliminating the
space-charge field E between them, obtaining
(,u n+ + n_) r = -, + n+ grad (D_ n_) - n grad (D+ n+)
= - ( D + D+) n+ grad n
Following Schottky (16), we define the ambipolar diffusion coefficient
,u+ D + D+
D (15.8)
a + + _
and setting
p = (n - n) e, (15.9)
= (+ n + n ) e (15.10)
for the space-charge density and plasma conductivity, we obtain
r = - Da (1 + p /a) grad n = - D grad n (15.11)
where
D = D (1 + p/a) (15.12)
s a -
is an effective diffusion coefficient for electrons, and by Eq. 15.7 is not a function of
position. D is obviously the minimum of D . The space-charge field is obtained by sub-
stituting Eq. 15.11 in Eq. 15.3
D - D grad n
E - (15.13)
s pu n
and then Poisson's equation gives the charge density
D -D rad n 2 V n
p=L g n n - (15.14)
o n
Defining the diffusion length A by
A2 n (15.15)
2
n
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and calling "center" that point in the plasma where grad n = 0, we find for the space
charge at the center
D -D e
P s o (15.16)
o ,u 2A
Obviously D = D when po = 0. D decreases as the central space charge increases, but
the space charge must saturate when D = D . The relation between space charge and
Debye length is found by substituting from Eq. 15.1 which gives, at the center,
n -n D- D 2
- - s D
n -- D(15. 17)
n- D A 2
When the Debye length equals the diffusion length, the central ion density is close to twice
the electron density. As the plasma conductivity increases, the Debye length decreases,
and the central ratio n/n tends to one. The effective diffusion coefficient D can be
expressed in terms of the central conductivity ra by substituting from Eq. 15. 16 in
Eq. 15.12. This gives
D +A2 /O
D =D (15. 18)
a aD +A' /E
a o o
which shows clearly the two limits, D and D , for the effective diffusion coefficient as
- a
the conductivity goes from 0 to oo.
We must now discuss the errors of this theory. If the proportionality assumption
held rigorously, the charge density would be proportional to n and have a maximum at
the center. However, Eq. 15.14 indicates a minimum at the center. At low conductivi-
ties the error was made in obtaining the field E from a small difference of large quan-
s
tities and - grad D n ; so Eq. 15.14 is false. At high conductivities one cannot con-
clude that p is proportional to n in taking the small difference n - n ; so Eq. 15.14 is
correct. In neither limit is the assumption of proportionality Eq. 15.7 very bad. Only
in the transition is it bad, and the degree of error is shown in Fig. 8. Agreement is
much better if the conductivity used in Eq. 15. 18 is less than the central conductivity
by a factor 5.
The assumption of congruence follows from Eq. 15.5 when the flow is irrotational,
which is true in the absence of a magnetic field. But in a magnetic field this is surely
false; hence the whole derivation, including the ambipolar coefficient Eq. 15.8 must be
false. Observations of diffusion in high magnetic fields indicate coefficients of the order
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of the off-diagonal components of the
diffusion tensor 14.3, and these must
certainly enter an appropriate theory
k1 ).
In a manner similar to the case of a
magnetic field, one can define an effec-
tive diffusion length to take account of
space charge
2
2 2 o oa
Do = 12  a/o2 / e D (10 19)
0_ s 1 + A aE (15.19)
vu~~.~ 0woo~ U -
0.02 0.1 I 10 100
At /so D_
and say that, to the approximationFig. 8. Comparison of a machine solution of and say that, to the approximation
the combined diffusion equations with treated here, the effect of space charge
the approximate solution 15.18. The on the electrons is to increase the effec-
approximate solution is shown dotted.
tive size of the volume occupied by the
plasma.
c. Energy and Gain
16. Elastic collisions only. In order to use the expressions derived in the preceding
section, it is necessary to know the average energy of the ions. This is particularly true
of the expression for the diffusion coefficient which contains v2 explicitly, but may be true
for the others when v is a function of energy. We shall assume, however, in this section
that v and X are not functions of energy in order to make the integrations easier. Noth-
ing essential is changed if they are functions of energy and the corresponding integrals
can generally be performed.
The power input to the ions is obtained by multiplying the Langevin equation 11.1 by
m v, which yields
m v v = m v a + m v . A (16.1)
The term in wb has dropped out because magnetic fields do no work. Averaging over
many collision times 1/v , one has
- - - - -1-- 2
mv- av=v .eE=ev . i v =v mv =2v ug g g c g c d
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and making use of Eq. 11.3,
d u =v [2Ud + (U - u)] (16.2)
dt 2cd
The first term on the right is the gain of energy from the field and we note that the ions
gain twice the drift energy per collision. The second term is the loss of energy to the
gas, where X is the fractional loss per collision. The drift energy ud is the rather com-
plicated expression obtained in Sec. 12, Eq. 12.8. It can be written
Ud =Ud [1 + acos (2t + )] (16.3)
where
22 2 2 2
e2E v +W +Wbp c b
4m [vu + (- wb)] [v + (+ Wb)2 ]
/[2 + (W- wb)] [V2 + (wwb]
2 2 2
v + O + Wb
c b
2v w
tan = 2 c2 2 2
v - + w
c b
a is always less than one except when there is no magnetic field, or in the dc case. Sub-
stituting in Eq. 16.2, and assuming that X and v are not functions of the energy, we ob-
tain, for the random energy
- 2Ud + a cos (2w t + +' -V t
u = U+- [2J + A e c (16.4)LV1 + (2w/ v )2
c
The ion energy consists of three terms. The first is the mean gas energy required for
thermal equilibrium. The second depends on the field. At high frequencies w/v >> X/2,
it is substantially constant with a slight alternating ripple. At low frequencies
w/v << X/2, it follows E2 and is completely modulated. The third term is a transient
c
and gives the time constant 1(kv ) at which the energy approaches its equilibrium value.
A difficulty might have been expected at low pressures when there are many oscilla-
tions per collision, since the average taken in the Langevin equation then covers many
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oscillations. However, in this case 2w/Xv is very large and the energy is not modulated
so that it makes no difference.
In either the high frequency ( >>Xv /2) or the dc case, the energy eventually reaches
an equilibrium value
u = U + 2d/ (16.5)
17. Energy gain and inelastic collisions. Whereas the energy transfers by an elec-
tron to recoil in an elastic collision, or to rotation and vibration of a molecule, are al-
ways small compared with the electron's energy u, and, therefore, can be treated, as they
are in Eq. 16.2, as continuous, the losses to electronic excitation are quite otherwise.
The probability of excitation of any level has a maximum not far above the excitation po-
tential of that level, so that, no matter what the energy u of an electron may be, provided
that it is above the lowest excitation energy eVx, the chances are it will excite a level not
far below u and therefore be left with a small energy u . The life of an electron, there-
fore, consists of a succession of periods in which the energy rises from u to ux , followed
by sudden drops back to u . After N such rises, the electron may ionize an atom, pro-
ducing a new electron, or may disappear through diffusion to the walls or attachment to a
molecule, the probabilities of ionization and disappearance being equal in the steady state.
We shall consider here the case of disap-
pearance by diffusion, and shall neglect
the small energy losses to recoil, rota-
tion, and vibration.
To render these ideas quantitative,
consider a group of n electrons of the
same energy u. Their energy is increas-
ing at the rate
du
dt 2 ud (17.1)
At the same time, the number n is being
depleted by diffusion at the rate deter-
mined by Eq. 13.13
"YC 2
dn _c
- - nv (17.2)
Fig. 9. Energy of the average electron as d t c 3A2
a function of the time.
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The time can be eliminated between these equations to give
2 4 [2 + (w - )2] [2 + a 
dn c du 3 c b c u du
2 _ _ _ __2 2 2 2 2
n 3 A 2u d (e E A) v (v + w + w)d p c c
This expression can be integrated if v is any known function of u. Assuming a constant
c
collision frequency, the integral is
n Iv2 ( ob)2 [ 2 to b) 2 ] u2 
c c + ( + b 2 x qin (17.4)
n 2 2 2 2 3 2
x v2 (v + w + Wb) (e E A)
c b P
If every excitation were an ionization two electrons would start out at u for every one
which reached u and one would have n /n = 2, but if N successive periods of gain are
x q x x
required to ionize
n
= 1 + - (17.5)
n N
x x
and if the number of excitations per ionization, Nx, is large, as it generally is, one has
2 22 2 2 2 2(E )2 v + + ) u - up c c b x q
N [cb] c( b (17.6)2 [2 2 2[2 2 2x 3e 2
V + Wb C ( - W b)vc
This formula has a simple interpretation. E A is in effect the voltage applied to the
P
plasma. The factor 1/2 reduces it to an rms value, and the factor containing w is a power
factor arising from the phase of the electron's motion, but also containing a resonance de-
nominator which enhances the field when the applied frequency equals the cyclotron fre-
quency (18). One can combine them to define an "effective" field Eef by
2 22 2 2E2 v (vw + w 
E2 p cc b (17.7)
ef 2 [22±(]b [v 2 b)2
2f c ( -Wb) ][ c + (w + wb
or by the corresponding integral expression, if v is a function of the energy. The power
c
factor is 1 at higher pressures so that v2 > > w + no matter what the energy dependence
c b
of v . The right-hand side of Eq. 17.6 is a geometric mean between the total energy
N (u -u )/e (in electron volts) an electron must gain to ionize and a "mean" energy
(u + u )/3e, which corresponds to the energy lost to diffusion.
x q
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Equation 17.6 can now be written
2 2
U -u
(Eef) = N x (17.8)
ef x 23e
and it determines the field at which ionization balances diffusion, a condition termed by
Langmuir and Tonks (19) "plasma balance." It determines the high frequency break-
down field in a cavity if one uses the diffusion length A or ,b or it determines the oper-
ating field in an active discharge, either ac or dc, if one uses A . It is limited, however,
to values of E/p sufficiently large that recoil losses are, in fact, negligible.
Present knowledge of the excitation functions of individual levels is not sufficient to
determine u , but it is of the order of one or two volts, and its square is negligible. The
q
average excitation energy ux is calculable if the total probability of excitation of all
levels P is known. A reasonable assumption is that the ratio of inelastic to total colli-
x
sion probability varies linearly with the energy above eVx
P = P h (u - eV ) (17.9)
x C x X
If Eq. 17.2 is extended to energies above excitation, it becomes
2 1
dn
= n 2 + h (u - eV (17.10)
dt c 3A x 
and the diffusion term, /3A , can generally be neglected compared with the excitation
c
term in this range. Combining this with Eq. 17.1 and assuming ud constant, yields, for
the number of electrons which reach the energy u,
n = n exp 4 (u - eV (17.11)
x 4 ud x
and the average excitation energy is
1 /0 d E
u u d n eV + eV + - (17.12)
xx V x h x p
n x
eV
x
The average electron will suffer an inelastic collision when it has exceeded the lowest
excitation potential by an amount proportional to E/p. This overshoot is normally of the
order of a volt, but becomes large at low pressures.
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A similar calculation applied to the excitation number Nx yields
n h 2
x x 2 XN 4X e (17.13)
x n. n.
1 1
where
eV. - eV
X = p
u d 2 
but, since N is often very large, the approximations of this section are not adequate and
we must refer to Eq. 33.8.
The approximation made in this section of neglecting recoil losses Eq. 17.1 could be
corrected, but it is useless to do so because of inherent errors in the method that is
used. This is particularly obvious in calculating infrequent processes such as ionization.
The equilibrium energy of an electron without inelastic collisions is
u = U + 2u/X (17.14)
e d
and substitution of experimental values of E/p for high-frequency breakdown at higher
pressures often shows u to be below the ionization potential, and even below the excita-
tion potential. In these cases the "average electron" never ionizes. It is only the excep-
tional electron that is able to ionize, and one must know the distribution of electrons
about the average. The proper way to calculate this is by the Boltzmann equation, to
which we now turn.
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III. THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
a. The Derivative Terms
18. Continuity in phase space. We now abandon the attempt to follow the motion of
an individual electron and treat instead the changes in an assembly of electrons defined
by giving the number d 6N of electrons in a volume d 3r of configuration space and d 3v of
velocity space. This number defines a distribution function f(r,v,t) by
6 3 3
d N = f d r d v (18.1)
It also defines a particle current in phase space whose component in configuration space
is given by
: = vf (18.2)
and whose component in velocity space is determined by the applied forces
g = (a +wb X) f (18.3)
For continuous forces one would have the continuity equation
af
-+ div + divv g = 
at
but collisions have the effect of removing an electron from one element of velocity space
and replacing it in another, or even creating a new one in the case of ionization. One
provides for this by writing
af
-+ div y + div g = B(t) (18.4)
at
where B is an integral to be discussed in the next section. This is the Boltzmann
equation.
19. Expansion in spherical harmonics. Except for the singular case of a constant
mean free time, it is always necessary to expand the function f, and there are two con-
venient expansions. When the system considered is close to thermal equilibrium,
departures from equilibrium being caused by some agent a, the distribution function can
be expanded in powers of a
f = fo a fl + 2 f2 (19.1)
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This was the method by which Enskog solved Boltzmann's equation; it is highly developed
by Chapman and Cowling (20). It does not converge well for charged particles in an
electric field. In all other cases the distribution function is expanded in spherical
harmonics in velocity space
f( = E f 1(rv) P (cosO) = f + f cosO +... (19.2)
where, if necessary, one can also use the associated Legendre functions P . We shall
assume that this series converges sufficiently rapidly for the first two terms to suffice,
but we shall not assume that f is Maxwellian, as this is generally far from true when
any appreciable electric field is present.
Because of the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics one has, for any scalar
function s(v),
s f d2 = 4 s f (19.3)
and for the vector v
- 2 47r v1
vf d2 - - f (19.4)
-1
where the vector f is directed along the polar axis of P 1.
The two scalars of greatest interest are the electron concentration
oo0
n =f f 47 v2 dv (19.5)
0
and the energy density is
oo
n= uf0 47rv 2 dv (19.6)
0
and there are two corresponding vector integrals: the particle flow in configuration space
is
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nvd ff v dv (19.7)
and the total radial flow in velocity space is
G ;- - d2 47 2 - (19.8)
The quantity G represents the rate of flow of electrons across any energy value in the
direction of increasing energy. It deserves a convenient name and we shall call it the
"gain".
We shall now introduce the expansion 19.2 in the Boltzmann equation and expand
each term separately. Three relations between spherical harmonics are useful
(21 + 1) P cos = ( + 1) P+I + I P (19.9)
aP
(21 + 1) sin 0a =1(1 + 1) (P - P+ (19.10)8 cosO 1-1 I+1
(21 + 1) PiP d2 2 = 47r 6 (19.11)
m Im
20. The gradient term. Taking the polar axis along the direction of grad n and
assuming that there is rotational symmetry about that axis so that the associated
Legendre polynomials are not required,
div(v f P) =v. (gradfl) P = v az cos PI
(20.1)
Af I P 11 + ( +1) P +1
vazt 21 + 1
so that
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div(v f) = v a 21 +1
0
1+ f+] 
+21+3 j 1
vaf a L 22
~~v -2 - .2.2
= div + v grad + f + . . .
3 f
(20.2)
In the last line the scalar function f has been replaced by the fector f , and this
notation removes the initial restriction on the direction of the polar axis of P 1.
21. Electric terms. In this section we take the polar axis of the spherical
harmonics along the electric field E. Using the expression for partial derivatives,
= cos)a + sin ( a )
os9VO, + v a cos v,0 (21.1)
zv v
x 
we find
div a f P = d f c
div af pi = a gradv f P = a cosO
-div a f = a-\F1I-1 d f -1div af = a Iv -1 +
v 21 - 1 dv  -1
afl a f 2 aP
sin 0 cos
-av P~+v a cose
+ 1 1 d 1+2 f lP
21 + 3 1+2 dv P I
v
1 d 2 1 +df0 2 1 d 3 f2 +
32 dv cosv v ·
=- dv a + v +543 d v f
=v dv av v3v2 dv a v dv 5v
(21.2)
(21.3)
in which we have again introduced the vector notation to eliminate the requirement on the
polar axis P 1.
22. Magnetic terms. Since
divv(Wb X V) = 
we have
(22.1)
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div (wb X vf) = (wb X v) · grad f = v (w xgrad f) (22.2)Vb b v b v
The expansion involves the associated Legendre functions and the general term will not
be given. The first two terms yield
-1
div ( bx vf) = -v ( X f )/v (22.3)
23. Expansion in Fourier series. We shall assume an alternating electric field,
E e , since we can always obtain the direct-current formulae by setting w = 0 and
replacing root-mean-square values by the dc values. The distribution function will
then, in general, be a Fourier series in wt:
f = f, p emj ot (23.1)
I m
and
-af = mj f I P e mi t (23.2)
.m
The exponential notation is very convenient for all linear equations. Unfortunately, we
shall have to take products such as a f and the meaning of such a product is the product
of the real parts and not the real part of the product. Performing this operation and then
reintroducing the exponential notation, we have
2a f = a [f (2f + (2f e I + f emj wtm+ (23.3)
m=2
where f indicates the real part of fllr
24. The component equations. Substituting from Secs. 20 to 23 in Eq. 18.4 and
decomposing the Boltzmann integral term B as well, one obtains an infinite set of
equations of which the zero- and first-order ones are given below:
0 Vdiv f + 2 dv(v2 *a ·fr) (24.1)div -1 26v dv 1r0 3 6v
B1 = w fl + div f +- d a (2 ·f +)] (24.2)
6v
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2 2 _ 1 1r 1 dB1 = v grad(f +-f )ta v f W X T (24.3)
o o 5 o 2 dv 5 3 dv lr b o
1 = j f1 +v grad( + +
(24.4)
+a - f + fo + -d v 2f + f -bX f
L2dv / 3dv o 2(b 1
In the case of electrons (but not ions) the spherical harmonic expansion converges
well and the terms in f2 are negligible. The Fourier series also converges well at high
frequencies (w/v > X/2) (Sec. 16). The transition to low frequencies in which the
second-harmonic terms become large has been studied by Margenau (21); this case will
not be considered here. We, therefore, simplify the above set of equations to
B v0 div f7 + d (v a .) (24.5)0o3 o 6v dv
B jfo +dv f - -v a f· (24.6)1 1 3 1 3 v2 dv 0
o o 2 dv o
df °
B1 = j w +1v grad fl + a fdv - (24.8)1 1 dv Wb 1
Some insight into these equations is gained by neglecting the collision terms and
then multiplying Eq. 24.5 and Eq. 24.6 by 4r v dv and integrating. Equation 24.5 gives
00
-1 4 3 2 2 1G
div P(u)= div i f v dv = v a T =G (24.9)J o 3Ir
v
From Eq. 19.7 we see that the left side is the divergence of the flow of particles whose
velocity is above v. On the right we have, from Eq. 19.8, noting that a factor 1/2 comes
2from the average of cos wt, the gain through the sphere radius v. Equation 24.9, there-
fore, expresses the conservation of particles whose speed is above v. Extending the
integral down to zero yields
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div I = 0 (24.10)
o
and the similar integration of Eq. 24.6 yields
div r = -j nl (24.11)
The divergence of the alternating flow r 1 produces an alternating electron density n1.
The alternating flow r1 is driven by a n and, therefore, n1 exists by virtue of a diver-
gence in a n . As a is divergenceless, n1 is produced by the interaction of an alternating
electric field and a concentration gradient in the same direction. Such interactions may
well occur, but we shall study situations designed to minimize them. It will be assumed
that n1 and fl can be neglected. The four equations then reduce to three simpler equa-
tions
B ° = 3 div fo + 2 dv a 1 ) (24.12)
B = v grad f - b X f (24.13)
o b o
df0
1B j 1wf1 [a d-- W -Xf (24.14)1 ldvb 1
We must now evaluate the collision integral B, and its components B , defined by
m
B = B P e m j (24.15)
m I
b. The Collision Integral
25. Geometry of a collision. Consider a collision between an electron, denoted by
lower case letters, and a neutral molecule, denoted by capital letters. In a collision, the
positions of these particles do not change appreciably but their velocities change; we
shall denote by primes the velocities of particles about to be scattered into d 3v d3 V
about the velocities v and V. We do not consider the changing velocities during the
collision but only the velocities before and after the particles are within range of their
interaction forces. During the collision the velocity of the center of gravity, v , remains
g
fixed and if the collision was elastic, the relative velocity c has the same magnitude
before and after but has changed in direction by an angle X, called the scattering angle
in the center of gravity system. The center of gravity divides the relative velocity
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Fig. 10. Geometry of a collision in velocity space. The circles represent spheres.
If the molecule is at rest before the collision, the origin is at V'.
inversely as the masses, so that the velocities of electron and molecule remain on two
spheres in velocity space centered on the velocity of the center of gravity and of radii
Mc/(M+m) and mc/(M+m). The radius of the molecule's sphere is very small compared
with that of the electron, so that it can almost be considered as a point. If the molecule
was at rest before the collision, the origin of velocity coordinates should be taken at V'
and the electronic velocities before and after the collision are given by the lines V' v'
and V' v of Fig. 10. In the triangle, V', v v, we have
2 2 2Mm 2(v- V') c c (1 - cos X ) (25.1)
(M + r) 2
or if V' = 0
2 2 2Mm 2
v' - v v' (1 - cos X ) (25.2)
(M + m)2
Equation 25.2 gives the energy loss by an electron in striking a molecule at rest. This
energy goes into the recoil energy of the molecule. For electrons it is small and we can
write it in the form
v Mm
v 2 (1 - cos X ) (25.3)
v _ _(M + m) 2
Another useful relation from the triangle V', vg, v gives the scattering angle Xo in the
laboratory system in terms of the scattering angle Xg in the center of gravity system.
It is
2 M sin X
sin X= 2 2 (25.4)
M +m + 2 Mm cos Xg
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The scattering function u(X) is deduced from the force law as a function of X and c,
and is measured experimentally in terms of X and v', and it is always necessary to
reduce one to the other. The dependence of a on the azimuthal angle is never known
and it will be assumed that a does not depend on . The combination ca always enters
the equations and we shall use the symbol p(c) = ca for it (p has the dimensions of a
volume per second per steradian).
26. Collision integrals. The rate of change of the number of particles in a velocity
volume element d v is given by taking the difference between the number of particles
scattered into that volume element and the number scattered out
3 - 2 3 3 2 3 3
3 3B d = F(V') f(v') p d2 ' d3 '- F(V) f(v) p d2 d3V d v (26.1)p is the same in both these integrals and d 2Q is the solid angle of the scattering sphere.F(V') d V ' and f(v') d v ' are the numbers of particles in position to scatter into thevolume elements d V and d v, and the integrals are to be taken over all scattering
angles and all molecular velocities. By Liouville's theorem
d3v' d 3V' = d3v d3V (26.2)
so that the two integrals may be combined into one
B = [F(V') f(v') - F(V) f(v)] pd 2 d 3 V (26.3)
which is the conventional way of writing Boltzmann's collision integral. This form is,
however, rarely convenient, since F(V') contains V' and not V and it is not easy to
integrate it with respect to V. It is more convenient to keep dV' as in Eq. 26.1 and
convert d v' into d v. Referring to Fig. 10, we wish to determine the volume element
d3v' so that, for given V' and Xg the final velocity after the collision ends up in d v.
g 3As all angles are held constant and V' is held fixed, the volume element d v' must be
exactly similar in shape to d v, but all linear dimensions increased in the ratio
(v' - V')/(v - v')l, so that
d3 v -v''- 3 3
d3v' v ) d3v (26.4)
Substituting this in Eq. 26.1, we obtain
B = F(V') f(v') ( P d 2 d v ' - F(V) f(v) p d d V (26.5)B/= F(V') f~v') p
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27. Expansion in spherical harmonics. We now substitute for f(v) its expansion in
spherical harmonics and for f(v') the corresponding series in terms of 0'. Using the
addition theorem for spherical harmonics, we have
f(v') - f P () P (X P ) m(X ) os m( -i m (27.1)1 1 oX) (j; + m)! o o0
As p has been assumed to be independent of the azimuthal angle , the term in
cos m (0-CV) goes out on integrating, so that the Boltzmann integral for the coefficient
of P (0) becomes
I = I) F' 10) 132 3B 1 \ v VI I F(V') (v') P (X ) d d V '
(27.2)
F(V) fl(v) p d d3V
So far the equations have been perfectly general, but we must now make assumptions
which in practice restrict their application to electrons, or at most to light ions in a
heavy gas. We shall assume that the mass ratio m/M is zero, so that v' = v, and that
F(V)/n is a 6-function. Equation 27.2 then reduces to
g
= 0 B = 0 (27.3)
s•0 O B =-fl(v) n p(v,xo) [ - P(XO)] d 2Q f (27.4)
The "collision frequencies" v introduced above are defined in the laboratory
reference system. Introducing an arbitrary definition for v , the first three collision
co
frequencies are
v = n p d 2 (27.5)
co g
vcl = g ng pl- X )2 (27.6)
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Vc2 =3fl P2sin 2X d2 Q (27.7)Yc2 = n2 p s
The total collision frequency is v . The integral is generally improper as p has
co
a singularity in the forward direction. The apertures of experimental apparatus
prevent observations from covering this singularity, so that the quantities tabulated as
experimental "probabilities of collision" are expressed in terms of Eq. 27.5 with an
incomplete integral
vl'
p co (27.8)
c VPo
where p is the "pressure" reduced to 0°C.
The collision frequencyfor "momentum transfer," v 1 is of such importance in
transport theory that the simpler symbol v is used for it. It is a weighted collision
frequency in which the backward scattering counts double, right angle scattering has
the weight one, and forward scattering is not counted. The frequency Vc2 might well be
called the "scattering" frequency as right-angle scattering has the weight 3/2 and neither
forward nor backward scattering is counted.
28. Recoil. The conclusion that B 0 O means that collisions do not change the
energy distribution, and it follows from the assumption that the molecules were elastic
and infinitely heavy. In fact, it may take many thousand collisions to change the energy
of an electron appreciably whereas exactly one "collision" defined by the frequency 1cl
will cancel its momentum. Nevertheless, many thousand collisions do occur and we
must introduce the higher-order terms into Eq. 27.2 for I = 0.
We first relax the restriction to infinitely heavy molecules so as to allow the
molecule to recoil under electronic impact (v' > v) but continue to neglect thermal
motion (V' = 0). Then c = v' and
2 2 2 2Mm 2
v' - v =v' (1 - cos Xg) 1= v' 2 (28.1)
(M + m) 2
Let us expand in terms of .s which is assumed to be small
3 3 2 d(v 3 p f)
v' p(v) f(v') = v pf(v) + p f) (28.2)
d(v
Integrating the expression 27.2 for B with respect to d3 V' for T = 0 givesg
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B = n (v') f(v') - n p f(v d 2!
A dv3 Pf 0 2 2 Mm 1 d 3 0
n d (v) (v v f )
v 9 d(v 2) (M + m)2 v d(v 2 ) gl
(28.3)
where v gl is the same as vcl of Eq. 27.6 but in the center of mass instead of the labo-
ratory system. The relation between these two depends on how the cross-section p
depends on Xg and is related to the "persistence of velocity" factor (22). It is given in
first order by
M
v1 = 1
c M +m gl
so that we can write Eq. 28.3 as
o 2m 1 d 3
M + mv d(2 (v C
(28.4)
(28.5)fo)
Next we take account of the Maxwell distribution of the molecules F(V'), which was
replaced by a delta function in Eq. 28.3, and this will be done in a somewhat qualitative
way. In integrating over d V' the point V' of Fig. 10 moves over a Maxwell distribution
centered about V' = 0. For fixed v and scattering angle X, this means that v' moves
about v', its value for V' = 0, by amounts of the order V'.
O
v' = v' + B(V') (28.6)
o
and
v =- fv2 ff(v') = f(v' ) + (V '2 )
o 8(v,2)
This correction to f(v) must enter Eq. 28.5 so that it becomes
(28.7)
o 2m 1 dB =
M+mv 2d(v)
3 v (f +.i(1 2) df)i (28.8)
But we know that if the electrons have a Maxwell distribution at the same temperature
as that of the gas, collisions will not change this distribution and, therefore, Eq. 28.8
must give zero if f is a Maxwell distribution. This determines the factor (V' ) to be
equal to 2k T /m, and we have
g
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0 2m 1 d 3 32 k df 0 (28.9)
=  v v f + g (28.9)
M Lv ~(f+ v d(v2)
for the rate of change of the energy distribution of electrons of mass m owing to elastic
collisions with molecules of finite mass M having a temperature T .
29. Inelastic collisions. If the gas is molecular, the electrons colliding with the
molecules can excite rotational and vibrational states in them. As the spacings of the
rotational and vibrational energy levels are generally small compared with the mean
energy of the electrons, and therefore the losses are in small amounts, of the same
order as the recoil losses, these losses can be treated in the same way as the recoil
losses and incorporated in Eq. 28.9. However, the excitation probabilities of rotation
and vibration are not well known either theoretically (23) or experimentally; therefore
they can only be taken into account by introducing an arbitrary factor X in place of the
mass ratios m/(M + m) where 2m/(M + m) X 1. The two parameters v 1 and X were
introduced in the Langevin equation in Sec. 11.
In the excitation of an electronic level, of excitation potential V , the electron loses
the excitation energy eV and remains with very little energy left, generally of the order
of one electron volt.
1 21 2
m2 -m v' - eV (29.1)2 2 x
Introducing this in the collision integral gives
(V, E Px f(v') d 2 = +(v) = M(v) f(v) (29.2)
x
where (v) is the energy distribution of the electrons after the collision. It is convenient
to express this function as a product M(v) f(v), which defines the function (v). Because
the excitation probabilities are large immediately above the excitation potential and also
because the distribution function is a rapidly decreasing function of v', the functions 
or are both appreciable only for small velocities corresponding to the energies of the
order of one electron volt. The function (v) corresponds to the excitation of all exci-
tation levels, including ionization, and is therefore a sum of partial 's and has no simple
relation to the velocityv' of the electron before the collision. For our purpose, it will
generally be sufficient to assume that the function is a delta-function because, as
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noted in Eq. 17.8, it is the square of the remaining energy that enters the final formulae.
If attachment or recombination is occurring this can also be included in 5(v). Intro-
ducing and also the total excitation frequency v (v) gives the inelastic term
B = (v) - Vx(v)] f (29.3)
The integral of (v) is related to the inelastic, ionization, and attachment frequencies,
v , vi, and v because every excitation produces one slow electron, or two if it is an
ionization, and attachment removes one. Therefore we have
x I1 a x 1 a
The functions and v generally do not overlap, being appreciable only for very low
energies, v only for high energies, and there is a wide gap between these two functions.
c. The Drift Motion
30. Diffusion. The results of Secs. a and b must now be put together to obtain equa-
tions for the component distribution functions fo, f From Eqs. 24.13 and 27.4,
o 0O
we have, for the dc vector equation,
(v - X) fl = -v grad fo (30.1)
This equation can be solved by vector methods to give
2 2 --1 - - 3.o
(vc+ b) f o'b * fo Wb -(v - bX) grad (v f) (30.2)
or in terms of a matrix
vc b
2 2 2 2
v +w v +Lo bc + b c b
O 0 1
c
grad v f (30.3)
0
This is to be compared to the tensor in expression 14.3 of Part II. The diffusion coef-
ficient D is defined in terms of the flow r by
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f
o
47r -1 3
r= 4 f1 v dv = -grad(n D) (30.4)
3 o
D is a tensor whose parallel, transverse, and perpendicular components are given by
2 fv1 v 2 cDli = 3- f 47rv dv = (30.5)
c
1 o 47 4
D2 f 3v dv (30.6)
Vc + Wb
ctb
The diffusion coefficient D has been put inside the gradient operator in the definition
30.4 because, if the electron velocity distribution f varies from point to point, this
0
variation must be included in taking the gradient. On the other hand, if v varies from
c
point to point because of its gas pressure dependence, as distinct from its velocity
dependence, or if the magnetic field varies from point to point so that wb is a variable,
these variations must not be included in taking the gradient. The gradient is a partial
derivative operating on the distribution function and through it on the velocity dependence
of v but not on its pressure dependence.
c
31. Mobility. The ac vector equation 24.14 is
df 0
(Vc + -WbX) f = -a dv (31.1)
which is solved, as in Sec. 12, in terms of the quantities , r, p defined in Eq. 12.6
I+ r j(r - ) 0
-1 a d ff1 a j( - r) x + r 0 o (31.2)
0 0 2p dv
We now define the quantities L, R, and P by
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df04 ___o 3 1
- v dv =-
3 dv n fo d 7rev dvo dv v3
and similar equations for R and P in terms of r and p. It is noted that if v is inde-
c
pendent of v, so are I, p, and r, and L = , P = p, R = r.
defined by
WE = v =- f v dv
and leads to the tensor
L +R
q
= q- j(L - R)
0
j(R- L)
L+R
0
O 
0
2P
The mobility of an electron is
(31.4)
(31.5)
which reduces to Eq. 12.7 only when the mean free time, T = 1/v , is constant.
Expanding the expressions for the three mobility components gives
=q fo d Vc - jW 4 v 3
I n m odvH 2 2 3 L C --
v + +b
2
+
c
(w + Lob) ][V2 +(W(W + b) 
2 2) 3
b )4 v dv
- ob) ]
2
v
cf d
o dv
9 9
-
2 j ow vc 4 1rv3
+(w - Wob)2] 3
These quantities simplify considerably in the case of a direct current (w = 0) when
o d 4 v3
odv 3 v
c dv
= qm fo d c 47rv
T nm odv 2 2 3
c +Wb
47
L =-
n
(31.3)
q
WT n m
qob /
/l nm
o d Vc
o dv
I 
(31.6)
(31.7)
"II n mr
(31.8)
(31.9)
(31.10)
I_ ______
- j 2
fo d b 47V dv
o dv 2 2 3dv
V +Wb
Particular interest is attached to
30.6 and 31.10 it is seen that
D kT
pu e
2D my
M1 3e
the ratio D/I, for a direct current. From Eqs.
2
mv
when f =A 2kT
O
(31.12)
(31.13)
(31.14)
when v is constant
c
D m V when v = 
u 2e 1/v cc b
The first of these is the well-known Einstein relation and the second is a generaliza-
tion of it to non-Maxwellian distributions. The third is a warning that the generalization
is not always true. Nevertheless, Eq. 31. 13 is very nearly true in all practical cases.
32. Plasma balance.
e quation
d. The Energy Distribution
Combining Eq. 24.12 with Eqs. 28.9 and 29.3, we obtain the
(v )f 0 - m 1 d
x o M+m 2dv
v
F 3 (° kT
vc + gmvfo ° kT
df°
=--div-f d - I1 1 d 2
-dv- -_-3divf0 - ~Y- a . f 1 (32.1)
or
(32.2)(v e V --1 1 dG(v - = - div dv4 7rv
in which we have introduced the gain
2 - 3v df°
G f - 3 vfo+kTa flr M+md
3 Ir NI~m o g dv1
(32.3)
This expression combines that part of the gain which was obtained in Eq. 19.8 with an
additional part which represents the energy interchanges in elastic collisions with the
molecules, but does not include the electronic excitations. The recoil terms are included
because they consist of small energy jumps by which the electrons gain or lose energy
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11L nm 
(31.11)
almost continuously, passing through all intermediate energy values, whereas in elec-
tronic excitations, the electron jumps discontinuously from an energy near the excitation
value to an energy near zero.
Multiplying Eq. 32.2 by 4 rv2 dv and integrating from zero to infinity, the gain term
disappears at both limits. The other two terms have been considered in Eqs. 29.4 and
30.4 so that the net result of the integration is
2
V D n + n(. - ) = 0 (32.4)1 a
In computing the Laplacian in this equation, it must be remembered when there is a
magnetic field present, that the diffusion coefficient has a different value along and at
right angles to the magnetic field. On the other hand, the perpendicular component D_
does not enter because the two off-diagonal terms of the diffusion tensor cancel each
other.
Equation 32.4 is a diffusion equation and requires a characteristic value for v.i in
1
order to satisfy prescribed boundary conditions, which are generally that n = 0 at the
walls. If D is independent of position and Ab is the diffusion length of the cavity, as
defined in Eq. 13.10, then
v. = + D/Ab (32.5)
1 a D
33. The second-order equation. Substituting from Eq. 30.3 for f in the diffusion
o
term in Eq. 32.2, gives
2 v 2
- div v c 2 f - v fO (33.1)3 o 32 2 o o
+ 3b 3 b v
c b
where the replacement of V by -1/c is based on the assumption that the function fo
is the product of a function n of position and a normalized function of velocity only.
This may not always be valid but is generally approximately so.
-1 1- -1If we introduce the value Eq. 31.2 for f into the power input term, - a f and
make use of the drift energy expression 12.9, it is seen that
2 df0 v df ° df0
1 '1 a 0 c 0 0
-a f = (I + r) = 2u =-2v v u (33.2)2 1r 4 r dv m d dv c d du
Let us define the energy gain per collision u by
c
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u = 2u +
c d M+m
_ p 1 1
u 8m 2 2 +2 2
v + ( - b v + (w + b)
where wb is that component of the vector that is perpendicular to E , and in the case of
a dc field the 8 is to be replaced by 4. Introducing all this in Eqs. 32.2 and 32.3, we
obtain the second-order differential equation for f
o
v o 1 dG |
- + f + -- 0
x 2 d0 2
(33.4)
4 r 3 df 3m foG - v u + +3 c cdu M+m o
When v is a constant, this equation can be solved in terms of confluent hyper-
c
geometric functions (24), but in general the solution is more difficult. In any case it is
necessary to divide the solution at eV because v is discontinuous there.
An approximation valid for high energies can be obtained by setting
f = A e- (33.5)
o
and discarding all but the largest terms of Eq. 33.4 which, in the excitation range, are
the terms in v and u . This leads to a Riccati equation for s':
x c
v =2 v u u(s'2 s") (33. 6)
x 3 c c
Numerical substitutions show that for energies near the ionization potentials s' >> s"
so that one has, approximately,
3
s / x du pz - (33.7)
v u u E
c c
From this one calculates the number of inelastic collisions per ionization
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Jv f 47rv 2 dvf x 
vi
The calculation of the "constants" A and B requires a knowledge of the velocity
dependences of v and v . They have been calculated for helium, hydrogen, and neon,
and the reader is referred to the original papers for the details (25).
Note that the "average electron" approximation (Eq. 17.13) corresponds to the
smaller term, s", in the Riccati equation.
34. The gain equation. Except for very large E/p, most free electrons have energies
between one volt and the lowest excitation potential, and in this range v is zero and 
is small. Equation 33.4 can be multiplied by 47rv dv and integrated from a velocity v
in this range to infinity. Introducing the "diffusion frequency", we obtain
00
n v d(v) = f dv v div r(u) (34.1)
3A v
x d 3 c c du M +-m o
This is the equation which Smidt (26) and, more recently, Hartman (27) have used. It is
in the form of a conservation equation for electrons of speed above v, as indicated
schematically in Fig. 11. The losses by
ENERGY
inelastic collisions n v7 and diffusion n d
n are balanced against x
~ eVi are balanced against the gain G by accel-
i smalln.x eration from lower energies.
The gain function G has the form
, nvd(u) shown in Fig. 12. It is constant over the
l_____- -- ~u~ range in question except for a slight drop
caused by diffusion. The "diffusion fre-
quency" vd(v), as defined, varies from
v. - v at zero, to near zero at u and,
VOLUME 1 a x
knowing these limits, it can be replaced
Fig. 11. Diagram to illustrate the terms
Fig. igaieusat by an approximation, or when the inelasticin the gain equation.2
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eV, eVi u
Fig. 12. The gain as a function of the energy.
collision number N = /v. is large, as is the case except in Penning mixtures (mix-
x x 1
tures of a rare gas with an impurity in which the rare gas metastable can ionize the
impurity), it can be neglected entirely. We shall neglect it in the following. The gain
equation then has a simple solution
w
_iY x w
o = xM+m -w | e dw
- -- e (34.3)
o 4 7r m 3
v V
w c
where
u
3m du
w M (34.4)
0 c
and w is the value of w at u which is slightly above eV . The overshoot u - eV is
found by joining Eqs. 34.3 and 33.5 at eV
w
e
fo' 3
o 3m 1 c c 3m 1 1 
-+ S + (34.5)
M +mu u w M mu -eV xfo M+muc x e du c x e x
x v v UeV 
X
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The evaluation of s' from Eq. 33.6 is difficult, but the approximation of Eq. 17.12
x
turns out to be quite good.
35. The distribution function. In Sec. 16 it was seen that the average electron, in
the absence of inelastic collisions, reached an equilibrium energy
2 ud M+m
u = u (35.1)
e X 2m c
3u
x 3The number w is, therefore, approximately 2 . It should be less than - if the equi-
elibrium energy is to be above the excitation potential but in practice it ranges anywhere
up to 2 even in discharges with active ionization. As examples, w = (5p/E f) in
helium and w = (12p/Ee ) in hydrogen, where p is in mm and E in volts/cm.
The distribution function Eq. 34.3 has two limiting forms according to the value of
w . For w >> 1, the integral is dominated by its upper limit and is practically constant.
Then
f = A e (35.2)
o
This is the distribution function introduced by Druyvesteyn (28) and extended by Davydoff
and Margenau (29). It is applicable when excitation losses are negligible in comparison
with recoil.
At the opposite limit w << 1, or when recoil losses are negligible,
v
x
=3m nv (35.3)
o 4r 2 47r v u v
v V u c c x
v c c
where the integral has been performed on the assumption that v is a constant. This
limit is surprisingly close to the actual distribution in all medium pressure discharges
in which neither diffusion, nor recoil, nor electron interaction, have taken control. It is
nearly always much better than Eq. 35.2.
The exponential integral distribution Eq. 34.3 is not valid near the origin, where it
has a singularity, but as all necessary integrals converge at the origin, and even con-
tribute little from this region, the function can be used down to v = 0. The distribution
Eq. 34.3 is also invalid above eV where the expansion Eq. 33.5 should be used, but
there are relatively few electrons in the range of inelastic collisions, and even these
are largely included by extending the distribution Eq. 34.5 up to u where it vanishes.
X
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The functions
w
s -k-1 f
k Wx
0
w
-w k+/2 dw et 3/2dt
w
supply all necessary integrals when v is
satisfy the recursion relation
w k k+1 
x k 2 k-1 k
and can be computed from the series
oo
(35.4)
constant, which we shall now assume. They
(35.5)
9 4 ! (4 w )k (35.6)
(2k + 3)! x
0
Normalizing the distribution function yields the excitation frequency F in terms of
x
E/p
V
c
Xx
M+m
2m x
u 1 w 4w2
= X + x x
o u 5 105 'o
0
(35.7)
The first term, which derives from the distribution Eq. 35.3, equates the power input
v u from the field to the power loss v u to excitation, and the series adds the power
c c X X
loss to recoil.
The ionization frequency follows from this by applying Eq. 33.8:
v. =v /N (35.8)
i x x
The mean energy u is
91 3 1 + 4w /21 + 2w2 /63...
x 1 x 1 +w /5 + 4w/105...
x x
(35.9)
It is generally quite reasonable to assume that the mean energy of the electrons in a
3
plasma is 1 of the lowest excitation potential, u being slightly larger than eV and the
fraction being slightly less than one.
The diffusion constant, with no space charge or magnetic field is
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2U 2 x 1
D 2 (35.10)
-3mv 3mv 
C c o
Introducing this diffusion constant and the ionization frequency in the plasma balance
equation, with no attachment, yields the breakdown condition
muc x(i )2 Nx (35.11)
and, in the absence of a magnetic field,
2 N 4w 2w 2
1 2 c _ x +
-(E A) =(35.12)
2 p 2 2 21 63
v +t0
c
1(E A) is the voltage "applied" to the plasma (the - reduces it to root-mean-square value);
2 2 2 2
v /(v + w ) is a power factor because of the phase angle between field and current. The
c c
result is the "effective applied voltage" squared. The first term on the right comes from
the distribution Eq. 35.3 and is quite close to the expression 17.8 found for the average
electron. This shows that average electron calculations are reasonably good when w < 1
or when the "equilibrium" electron energy u > 1.5 eV , that is, for high E/p. The power
series in Eq. 35.12 represents recoil losses.
In general, the collision frequency v is a complicated function of the velocity. It
is convenient mathematically to approximate it by a power law
h-1
v = c v (35.13)
although there is no physical basis for this law and, in fact, it is generally not a good approxi-
mation. However, it does include the important constant mean-free-time (h = 1 ) and constant
mean-free -path (h = 2) laws and, in general, it illustrates the effects of rising or falling cross
sections. This law can be introduced in the integral function 34.3, but the series correspond-
ing to the functions 9k have not been worked out and, since there is some labor involved, it
may not be worth while for this rather crude approximation. However, there are three
limiting forms of distribution: the Druyvesteyn (Eq. 35. 2), the "cutoff" (Eq. 35. 3), and the
Maxwell distribution, which stand, so to speak, at the corners of a triangle, all other
distribution functions falling between them. They correspond to low E/p, high E/p, and
high degree of ionization (see Sec. 54). It seems worth while to tabulate the results of
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Each distribution function has a characteristic energy uf, and corresponding velocity
Vf, at which the collision frequency is vf. The mean velocity v, mean energy u, mobility
p, and diffusion constant D are given in terms of these energies in the following table:
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Quantity Maxwell Druyvesteyn Cutoff
\l/h 2/h
uf kT m (hM h) 2eE eV
f 2 \6m/ me x
2-h
Af e-U/Uf e-(u/uf)h ( 1
A - r(3/2h) 2 2 - h
23 2 h 31 +h
r(2/h)
v 2 3 1 +h
Vf r(3/2h)
_ _ -V--r r( 3/ 2h) 4 2 + h
-U 3 r(5/2h) 3 1 +h
uf 2 r (3/2h) 53 +h
~~~~m 4 h r(2/h +1/2) 1 +h
e Vcf/ - )
e Vcf _ 2 r(3/2h + 1) 2
D 1r(3/h - 1/2)
/I( Uf h r(3/h +1/2) 6 h
For the Druyvesteyn distribution, it is seen that the normalization integral diverges
for h = 0, and the diffusion integral for h = 6. All powers between these limits are
acceptable. The ratios of gamma functions are evaluated for a few powers in the fol-
lowing table:
e. Direct Current
36. The first Townsend coefficient. The energy equations of the previous section
can all be applied to direct current discharges by simply setting = 0 and replacing the
root-mean-square field by the dc field. Only the plasma balance equation must be
reinterpreted because electrons may leave the plasma by mobility as well as by diffusion.
For a long column, the plasma balance equation remains as it is in Eq. 32.3, except that
the diffusion length is computed for the two lateral directions only.
For a short column, such as is used in a Townsend discharge, the lateral loss is
generally negligible but we must consider the longitudinal diffusion. We shall consider
the case of no magnetic field, space charge, or attachment, and shall define the first
Townsend coefficient a by assuming a simple exponential increase in the direction of
the field
f(z,v) = f(v) e
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V U m Dh v 1
v f f e cf ia uf
0 oooo oo 0o
1/2 3 12 3.87 9
1 1.128 1.5 1 1
3/2 .8931 .9028 .9407 .627
2 .817 .740 .965 .565
3 .765 .636 1.049 .636
6 .739 .586 1.246 Co
-------------------
(36.1)
The vector equation, found by combining Eqs. 30.1 and 31.1, is
-1 -- df 0
f -v grad f - ad( a - v
~~~~~~~~~~~~~c dv ~~~~(36.2)
= -(+a Lf
Setting this in Eq. 32.2, we obtain
(v. av d1 fo I dG3(V ) f - av + a- (36.3)
x 3v dv 47rv 2 dv
c
Multiplying by 47r v2 dv and integrating from zero to infinity, we get
n2 o v 4 2 dv- aa df ° 3
n f. 4 7r dv - 4 vla 3v 3v dv
c c (36.4)
via = aE aD- = D a
where vd is the resultant drift velocity arising from both field and concentration gradient.
This gives the relation between the ionization frequency v. and the coefficient a
in a Townsend discharge, and it is easy to show that the diffusion term is small. If we
introduce r = a/E, the number of ionizations per volt, then the ratio of the two terms in
F. is
la
aD 2- < x 1
=u r7 - S < (36.5)
-E 3e = 5e 5
Except for a Penning mixture, in which Mtu /e may be close to 1, the diffusion term is
always much less than one fifth of the mobility term.
However, we would like to compare a with v. in a uniform discharge of the same
E/p. Substituting Eq. 36.2 in the gain equation 32.3, we obtain
G = - vv (2u + k T du + M )fo (36.6)
3 c L d M+m gdu +m
and it is seen that the nonuniformity is equivalent to an increase in the recoil loss. From
Eq. 34.4, it follows that w is increased
xa x ru xl (36.7)
and introducing this in Eq. 35.7, we get the ratio
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w 4w2
1 + xa xa /e
V 1 +5 105 " ' x
vi= = 52 + . (36.8)
io w 4w x
x x1 + - +1'5 105 .
The nonuniformity reduces vi in just about the same ratio as vd is reduced by
diffusion. Unless r u /e is unusually large, one can write
V. = ei E (36.9)
1
and
1 E N ( w x 4w 1 x (36.10)
ra a x- + 105+
The variation of r with E/p is attributable almost entirely, except for a Penning
Bp/E
mixture, to the variation of N which, as has been seen, varies as e . At low E/p
x
this must be corrected by the series in Eq. 36.10 which is caused by recoil. At high
E/p the overshoot u - eV causes a decrease in . The transition between a decreasing
N and an increasing u results in a maximum for r which corresponds to the Paschen
minimum in dc breakdown.
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IV. BOLTZMANN TRANSPORT EQUATION
a. General Theory
37. Transport equation. In the case of ions whose mass m is comparable to the
mass M of the molecules of the gas, the expansion 19.2 in spherical harmonic re-
quires more than two terms, and it is no longer possible to obtain as simple an equation
as 33.4 for the distribution function f (v); but it is possible to transform the
Boltzmann equation as given by Eqs. 18.4 and 26.1 in such a way that it may be possible
to calculate the average value of any quantity X(v) without knowing too much about the
distribution function f.
The Boltzmann equation is
f + div vf + div (a +
at dr v (a + bX) f d
= F(V') f (v') p d dV'd v F(V) f (v) p d2 d Vd v (37.1)
Multiplying both sides of this equation by X(v) and integrating over the velocities of the
ions gives
a - 3
at(nX) + div (nvX) + X div (a + w b X v)fd vat r v
XF(V') f (v')p d2 d3V'dv - XF(V) f (v) p 2 dVd 3v
(37.2)
where the bar indicates an average. The third term on the left can be transformed by
Green's theorem, and in the first integral on the right it is allowable to interchange
primed and unprimed variables because of the reversibility of elastic collisions. This
leads to the transport equation
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a (nX) + div (nvX) - n(a grad v)X - n(ob X v grad v)X =
(X' - X) F (V) f (v) d2 d3Vd3v (37.3)
The left-hand terms of this equation determine the rate of change of nX caused by flow
in phase space. The right-hand side gives the average rate of change of X caused by
collisions. We shall use X = 1 and X = v as illustrations of this equation.
For X = , vX = vd. On the right X' = X for an elastic collision, but inelastic
collisions can be taken into account by letting X' = 2 in an ionizing collision, or
X' = 0 for an attachment or recombination. Then the transport equation gives
an
at + div(nvd) n(Vii - ) (37.4)
For X = v, grad X = 1, and the transport equation becomes
a div p -(nvd) + _ n(a + X Vd) = -nv v (37.5)
at d m bd c d
where the pressure p is a symmetric tensor.
p = nmv.v. (37.6)ij 1 J
and the right-hand side is really a definition of v .
The collision term will be discussed in the following sections, but the pressure
term will be discussed immediately. For a nearly spherically symmetric distribution
the tensor reduces to the usual scalar
2
p = nmv /3 = nkT (37.7)
If the inelastic term n(vi.- v ) is neglected, Eqs. 37.4 and 37.5 combine to give
i a
avd grad p div(nv )d_ - _ r  p -o_ - d
- aS X v - -v + v (37.8)at b d nm c d d n
This is to be compared with Eq. 8.1, which was obtained under simpler assumptions, and
has, in addition to the collision term not considered in Sec. 8, a term quadratic in vd.
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This term is generally negligible if one is justified in replacing p by a scalar.
Let us now consider a group of ions whose velocities are all clustered about vd.
The pressure tensor p has then a single component
2p =nmv 2 (37.9)
zz d
The quadratic terms now add in such a way that they give
dv d av dd d = gra)V _ c ddt =t + (Vd grad)Vd= a +w bX (37.10)dt at a d bX d 
This is the same thing as the Langevin equation 12.1 for v . Beside referring to dif-
ferent situations (vd to small drift motions, to small random motions), the drift and
d g
guiding center methods are similar to the Euler and Lagrange methods in hydrody-
namics.
38. Recursion equations. We now simplify the transport equation 37.3 by consider-
ing the steady state with no density gradient or magnetic field. Only the term in a re-
mains on the left. The collision integral on the right is quite intractable without ap-
proximations except in the case of a constant mean free time, treated in section b. The
usual assumption, treated by Chapman and Cowling (20), is to consider small de-
partures from thermal equilibrium. It turns out, as discussed in Sec. 43, that for ions
small departures from thermal equilibrium fall under the mean-free-time assumption,
which is treated exactly. We, therefore, make the opposite assumption, that the gas
temperature is negligible compared with the random energy of the ions. The distribu-
tion function F then becomes n times a 6-function and the integration over V is im-
g
mediate. In this way, the transport equation becomes
3~a d2 d3
f(a. grad)Xd v = (X - X') fn pd 2 d v (38.1)
We shall consider a set of quantities X of the form
X = vk P () (38.2)
where a is in the direction e =0, and derive recursion relations between averages XI
of quantities of this form with different values of k and I.
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Using the formulae for spherical harmonics 19.9 and 19.10, we then find for
a grad X.
-- .rad)k 3 r (k +I + 1) k-1 (1 + 1) (k -I) k-1l
f (a~ grad) dv = n a X + X+ 1 (38.3)
21 + 1 21 +1
Using the rotation formula for spherical harmonics Eq. 27.1, we obtain
X' = v'k (0) P (X + 2 m) P m( 0 ) Pm (X ) cos m (- (38.4)1 · ~(/ -m) p  cm
( + ) j
and introducing this into the collision integral 38.1, the term in cos m (k - ) integrates
out because p is not a function of q. The spherical harmonic P1 (0) then factors out and
the only part of this integral that depends on the scattering angle X is
k VI 2
- I Li .1(•)k P (X)] pd 2 (38.5)
The velocity ratio is obtained from the geometry of a collision
2 2
+ M + 2m cos X +m (38.6)
v' (38.6)
v M+m
and the laboratory scattering angle X0 is given in terms of the center of gravity angle
X by
g
m + M cos X
cos XO = (38.7)
2
M + 2m cos X + m
For the particular case of an ion of the same mass as the gas, M = m, these formu-
lae reduce to
v' XX
-v =cosX = cos 2 (38.8)
v o 2
and the calculations are greatly simplified. This case has been worked out in detail by
Wannier (30) whose work we follow.
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k
The integrals I depend in unknown ways on the speed v, but we shall assume a
power law, so that they can be written
IQ = Ne qv (38.9)
where the Nk are pure numbers and qv has the dimensions of a frequency. For a con-
stant mean free time 6 = 0, q =v . For a constant mean free path 6 = 1, q = 1/ 
Introducing Eqs. 38.4 and 38.9 in the transport equation leads to the recursion rela-
tions
a k-1 k-1 k k+6(k + I + 1) Xl + (l+ 1) (k -I ) X+1 = (2 1 + 1) N X (38.10)
q I-1 (+1 NI I
Wannier has shown how to solve these equations in the cases 6 = 0 and 6 = 1.
b. Constant Mean Free Time
39. Drift velocity. Maxwell (31) pointed out that in the case of the inverse fifth
power law of force, because it gives a constant mean free time, all transport quantities
can be calculated without any knowledge of the distribution function f. It is not even
necessary to know the molecular function F and we can therefore use the general trans-
port equation 37.3. Let
X = v (39.1)
Then
(a . grad) v = a (39.2)
and therefore
(v - v') d23 3
n a ( - ') F f p d d V d v (39.3)
From the geometry of a collision, averaging over the azimuthal scattering angle (see
Fig. 10) gives
M
<v - v'> = Mm (1 - c V) (39.4)
Integrating over the scattering angle Xg, and defining collision frequencies v in the
center of gravity system in complete analogy to those, v , in the laboratory system
(Eqs. 27.5 to 27.7), one obtains
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n Ma+m - F f g (v - V) dVd3 v (39. 5)
M + m n S g
The linear term in V disappears on integrating over V and, thanks to the independence
of Vgl on I- V , one obtains
M
a gl Vd= Vcl d (39. 6)
Mvm
The expression with v is obtained from Eq. 37. 5 and this shows the relation between
v and v , the collision frequency in the laboratory and the center of gravity system.
c g
The factor M is known as the persistence of velocity factor. If the scattering isM
isotropic in the center of gravity system, it is not isotropic in the laboratory system,
owing to the recoil of the molecule, resulting in an average forward velocity of the
scattered ion after a collision. As the frequency defined by Eq. 27. 6 is the average
frequency with which the forward motion is annulled by collisions, a "collision" in the
center of gravity system is only a "fractional collision" in the laboratory system and
the laboratory collision frequency is slightly less than the center of gravity collision
frequency. Similarly, the laboratory mean free path is slightly longer than the center
of gravity mean free path . Substituting for a, we obtain the mobility
Vd e e
= - e = (39.7)E m vgl my 
r gl c
where m = M m/(M+m) is the reduced mass. When one is comparing situations which
r
differ only in the masses, as when different isotopes of the same elements are used, v
and not v remains the same, and therefore the mobility changes with the reduced mass.
40. Energy. Let
X = v2 (40. 1)
whence
f (a· grad)v = f 2 .f  (a grad) v dv f 2a2a vd (40. 2)
It is convenient to consider the velocity v as the sum of the velocity v of the center of
g
gravity plus a fraction of the relative velocity c
_ - M -
v = v + c (40.3)
g M+m
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We then have
2 2 2 2 2 2((M + m)v = (M m)v + 2M (M + m) v *cM c (40.4)
g g
and, as v and the magnitude c are conserved in a collision,
g
2 2 (40.5)(M + m) ( - v 2 ) = 2M v (c - c') (405)
g
Averaging over the azimuthal angle gives
2 '2(M + m)< v -v > =2Mv · c (1 - cos X ) (40.6)
g g
Averaging over scattering angles gives
2 '2(M + m)< v - v > = 2M v v 1 /n (40.7)
or substituting back for v and c
g
2 2 '2(M + m) < v -v > = 2M (m v + M V)(v V)vg/n (40.8)
If we substitute in the transport equation, the terms in v . V drop out on integrating
over the distribution function F for the molecules. Integrating over the ion velocities
gives
2- 2 2(M + m) a. v M (mv MV2) (40.9)d gl
Substituting for a in terms of vd from Eq. 39.6 gives
(M+tm)v =2 m V- MV2 (40.10)
or for the random energy
2 2 2+ (40.11)
mv = M I +v) (40.11)
r d
At first, it appears surprising that the drift velocity in this equation should be as-
sociated with the mass of the molecule rather than with that of the ion. However, if we
consider ourselves in the system moving with the drift velocity of the ions, Eq. 40.11
says that the mean energy of the ions is equal to the mean energy of the molecules,
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composed of their random energy and drift energy relative to the ions. This is, there-
fore, an application of the equipartition theorem and, viewed this way, exactly what one
might expect.
The above calculations can be repeated with a component energy
2 2
X = v and a gradv = 0 (40.12)
x x
The collision integral leads, after somewhat more difficult manipulations, to the relation
2 2 2 2
6vg1 (m - M V) vg2 M (v 2 v (40.13)gl x x g2 z x
where Vg 2 is the collision frequency that emphasizes right-angle scattering Eq. 27.7.
Combining this with Eq. 40.11 gives the ellipticity in the distribution of the random
energy
2 2
2 2 2v - v mv -MV
_ rz x (40.14)
= =3 -
v v (m+ M) v
x g2 x
For low drift velocities, m vx = M Vx, and, in general, for light ions such as electrons,
the ellipticity is small and the distribution is almost spherical about the drift velocity
vd. However, for heavy ions, m > M, the distribution about vd is such that the random
velocity in the direction of the drift is greater than the random velocity at right angles
to the drift. If the scattering frequency vg 2 is small, there may be very little random
velocity at right angles to the direction of drift, or if vg 2 = 2v gl which is unlikely, the
ellipticity vanishes in all cases.
Similar calculations can be carried through for all higher moments of the distribu-
tion function and therefore the distribution function f can itself be determined. How-
ever, it is not necessary to do so in order to get the moments, and, as the latter are
the desired quantities, there is no purpose in calculating the distribution.
c. Constant Mean Free Path
41. Heavy ions. It is seen from Eq. 40.11 that the random velocity of a heavy ion
in a light gas (m > M) is small relative to the drift velocity, so that a heavy ion moves
like a particle falling in a viscous medium, its distribution function resembling a delta-
function. As a better approximation, we can give the distribution function the form of
a gaussian function
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f =A exp 2 2 + v + (41.1)
2MV +Vd 1+
Since the random velocity is small compared with the drift velocity, the actual
velocity is nearly a constant and, therefore, it does not matter how the collision fre-
quency varies with velocity. The distribution Eq. 41.1 is good in general for a heavy
ion, and so is the equation 39.6 for the drift velocity, provided that v is evaluated for
g
the drift velocity.
Applying this to the case of a constant mean free path
v
I g v (41.2)
g
and introducing this in Eq. 39.6, we find, for the drift velocity of a heavy ion in a light
gas,
eEl
vd= g (41.3)
d m
r
A note on "mean free paths" is in order here. When the "probability" of collision
P is measured by a monoenergetic ion beam method, and the angle scattering I ( Xo)
C
is also measured, P can be "corrected" to the momentum transfer collision probability
c
P by
m
I (X) (1 - cos X) d cos Xo(41.4)
m c fI (X ) d cos X °
and then
I = 1/p P (41.5)
c o m
where p is the pressure in millimeters reduced to 0 0 C. The observed scattering
angles X can be corrected to the center of gravity angle Xg by Eq. 38.7, and if these
angles are used in Eqs. 41.4 and 41.5, one obtains I < I . Neither of these is the
Maxwellian mean free path IM defined as the mean free path of the particles in a
gas at a temperature T . If the mean free path is independent of velocity, IM = I /i.
42. Light ions. The limit of a very light ion in a heavy gas is also known, as this
has been treated in Secs. 31 and 35 for electrons. Applying this to the case of a constant
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mean free path with negligible thermal motion of the gas molecules, we know that the
distribution function is of the form given by Druyvesteyn
3m 2
f = Ae w = M+m e (42.1)
From this distribution, one can calculate the drift velocity by Eq. 31.9:
1 13m e m eE
v = 4 - (42.2)
3r() M+m/ m M+ m4 r
where account has been taken of the persistence of velocity factor to convert mean free
paths in the laboratory system to the mean free paths in the center of gravity system.
In similar fashion, one can calculate the mean energy
2 M+m
m v m 7re E (42.3)
These expressions are not unlike those found above for heavy ions and one may
therefore expect to be able to write for all mass ratios
1
Vd 'Y (M m+ )m g (42.4)
2 2 2
m v = M(V + v2d) (42.5)
r d
3m mv2 M -M2
x x
- - (42.6)(Mmm 2M + m (M + m) v 
x
where the parameters a, f3, and y are slowly varying functions of the mass ratio. We
have assumed that v 2 = Vgl in the ellipticity formula and we have introduced the factor
M + uite arbitrarily because it goes to zero and one at the two limits, as it should.
M+m
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The work of Wannier (30) gives the values of a, 1, and for m = M so that we can
construct the following table:
d. Polarizable Molecules
43. Force between ion and molecule. A
a dipole moment
molecule in an electric field E acquires
P = aE (43.1)
where a is the polarizability of the molecule, and this polarizability of the molecule re-
sults in a dielectric coefficient K for the gas given by
a n c-_
e 3 E + 2E
E ¢+ 2E
U 0
where n is the number of molecules per unit volume. The electric field of an ion will
g
also polarize a molecule and the induced dipole moment of the molecule will produce an
electric field at the ion, resulting in an attractive force between ion and molecule
e 2a
F=( ) 
7r c r
o
whose potential is
p = ( e 2
2 4 7r r 2
(43.3)
(43.4)
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(43.2)
m/M 0 1 00
a 1.0607 0.789 1
f3 0.731 1
-Y 0.8973 0.9643 1
This polarization force is exactly the type considered in Secs. 39 and 40 and is the
major long-range force between ion and molecule. The same force, of course, exists
between an electron and a molecule. In the case of an electron at energy below the
ionization energy, the electron's wavelength is comparable to the diameter of the
atom, and therefore wave mechanics must be used, and diffraction effects occur, re-
sulting in a rather complicated dependence of the cross section on the electron's
velocity. The wavelengths of ions are very much smaller than those of electrons and
therefore classical mechanics can be used. Vogt and Wannier (32) have shown that
quantum mechanics gives substantially the same orbits as classical mechanics in this
case. The classical orbits are soluble in terms of elliptic functions (33). If u is the
relative kinetic energy of the particles at infinity and b the impact parameter, the
orbits fall into two classes, according to the value of b u. If b u > 2a(e/47rE ) , the
orbit is open, resembling a hyperbola. If b u <2a(e/4re ), the orbit goes through the
origin. In the singular case, b u = 2a(e/4x7r ), the orbit is a spiral asymptotic to a
circle of radius b/ . The central orbits certainly correspond to collisions and the
frequency of such collisions is given by
2 en n (K - 1) (43.5)
g g e r
The open orbits also contribute to the collision frequency in accordance with the
scheme of Eqs. 27.5, 27.6, and 27.7 and we have, in the center of gravity system,
v o= (43.6)
v = 1.1052v (43.7)
gl
vg2 = 1.158v (43.8)
Substituting from Eqs. 43.7 and 43.5 in Eq. 39.6 gives, for the mobility,
4e
0
= 0.90 (43.9)
n m (K -1)
g r
In comparing the mobilities at low E/p of different ions in the same gas (same value
1
of K), the dependence on the - power of the reduced mass is well verified (36). The2
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dependence on the dielectric constant K, as measured macroscopically, is qualitatively
correct but not exact. The difference can be attributed to both the nonuniformity of the
electric field of an ion and to its time variation.
There is an additional effect which occurs when an ion penetrates the wave function
of a similar but neutral atom. The atomic electron readily transfers to the ion, leaving
the atom ionized. There is no "persistence of velocity" in this transfer so it counts as
a full collision in the laboratory system. The theory of this process has been given by
2
Holstein (34) and results in a charge transfer cross section Qt = 7rrt, where the radius
rt is determined by
MV 2 ar t
0=ar e (43. 9a)
mV t
Here 1/a is a constant equal to the atomic radius, V is a potential of the order of
200 volts, and V is the collision energy. This formula leads to collision transfer radii
of over 5 times the normal atomic radius and nearly constant.
Besides the long-range polarization force between ion and molecule, there is a
short-range repulsive force because the exclusion principle prevents the electron
shells of ion and molecule from overlapping too much. This force increases very
rapidly as molecule and ion approach and may be approximated by a rapidly rising
potential, as in the collision of rigid spheres. This leads to a constant mean free path;
hence for energetic collisions the equations of Sec. 42 are appropriate. Measurements
of P for ions (35) indicate that an energy above one electron-volt is necessary for the
rigid sphere to begin to be effective in scattering. Ions of near thermal energy should,
therefore, always show a constant mean free time.
44. The Langevin theory. The transition from a polarization force to a rigid
sphere force was elegantly treated by Langevin (37) and recalculated by Hasse (38).
The mobility was worked out as a function of a parameter X given by
2 k T 2 k T ( 4 Ec Q 2
X 2 = 0 (44.1)
c
where Q is the rigid-sphere cross section, and is the potential (Eq. 43. 4) of the ion
when in contact with the rigid-sphere part of the force. They found the mobility
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47r e
A 0 (44.2)
n m (K - 1)
where A is a function of X that goes to 0.9048/-Was X goes to zero, corresponding to
Eq. 43.9, and to - for large X, corresponding to Eq. 39. 7. Unfortunately, their calcu-
lations were based on the assumption that the ions were in thermal equilibrium with
3
the gas and had a random energy 3 k T. The Langevin theory can be rescued, until a
more correct theory is worked out, by replacing 3 k T by the correct random energy
2 2
M (v + V ), or, since the thermal velocity of the gas does not matter for either lowd 2
or high drift velocities, by simply replacing 3 k T by M vd.
Let a and c be two constants defined by
4EoQ 2M
a= - (44.3)
e V 3a
where a is the polarizability and Q the rigid-sphere cross section, and
n I am
c g (44.4)
26E 7r
0
K-l 3 m
c I _ (44. 5)
-=e -e /
a 4E Q 87 M + m
0
We then have
x
vd (44.6)d a
A
/I = - (44.7)
c
cX
E = (44.8)
aA
Therefore, X/A is to be taken as the independent variable, proportional to E/p. A and
X are the dependent variables which give the mobility (as before) and the drift velocity.
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The ratio X/A has been computed from Hasse's figures and is given below. A peculi-
arity of the Langevin theory is that the mobility goes through a maximum during the
transition. This has been observed by Hershey (39).
Table I
X/A=aE/c A=cP X=av d X/A=aE/c A=cp X=av d X/A=aE/c A=cp X=av d
0.00 0.5105 0.0 3.034 0.4614 1.4 10.773 0.2599 2.8
0.1822 0.5488 0.1 3.408 0.4402 1.5 11.531 0.2515 2.9
0.3541 0.5648 0.2 3.809 0.4201 1.6 12.315 0.2436 3.0
0.5212 0.5756 0.3 4.238 0.4011 1.7 13.124 0.2362 3.1
0.6854 0.5836 0.4 4.695 0.3834 1.8 13.962 0.2292 3.2
0.8495 0.5886 0.5 5.180 0.3668 1.9 14.825 0.2226 3.3
1.0163 0.5904 0.6 5.692 0.3514 2.0 15.719 0.2163 3.4
1.1909 0.5878 0.7 6.232 0.3370 2.1 16.635 0.2104 3.5
1.3803 0.5796 0.8 6.798 0.3236 2.2 17.578 0.2048 3.6
1.5895 0.5662 0.9 7.393 0.3111 2.3 18.556 0.1994 3.7
1.824 0.5483 1.0 8.016 0.2994 2.4 19.547 0.1944 3.8
2.084 0.5277 1.1 8.662 0.2886 2.5 20.580 0.1895 3.9
2.373 0.5057 1.2 9.339 0.2784 2.6 21.633 0.1849 4.0
2.689 0.4834 1.3 10.041 0.2689 2.7
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V. THE FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION (40)
a. Flow in Velocity Space
45. Relation of the Fokker-Planck equation to the transport equation. The inter-
actions of electrons with other electrons and with ions through their Coulomb fields are
of very much longer range than even the inverse fifth-power polarization fields, which
lead to a constant mean free path; this introduces the difficulty that collisions are no
longer distinct, separate events, because an electron interacts with many other electrons
and ions simultaneously. A less serious difficulty which enters in considering electron-
electron interactions is that the two interacting distribution functions F and f are now
identical, so that the Boltzmann equation is quadratic in f, and in order to solve it, it
must somehow be linearized. Both of these difficulties are alleviated by considering the
Fokker-Planck equation instead of the Boltzmann equation. This equation is readily
derived from the transport equation 37. 3. The quantity X' - X is expanded in powers
of the small changes Av of the velocity occurring in a collision,
ax 1 2X
Xt = X + Av + v2 . +... (45.1)
1 I j
Introducing this in the transport equation without field terms,
X ad v = (X - X) F(V) f(v) p d 2 d 3V d 3v (45.2)
at
and integrating by parts, yields
af d 3
x~d vt
a 2 1 a2 2
x AV. fAfd + X 8 - AV. AV. f pd .. jFd3Vd3v (45.3)av i i 2 av. av. 1 I
We introduce a vector quantity
' 
= J FAv p d2 d3V (45.4)
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and a tensor quantity
2 3
ij = F Av. Av. p d 2 dV (45.5)
We can then define a flow vector in velocity space by
1 a.ij f
= f-- +... (45.6)
1i i 2 v.
J
The vector my, having the dimensions of a force, enters the equations like a friction
force, and has been termed the dynamical friction. In general, it is directed oppositely
to the velocity of an electron and is the force which will bring the velocity of a fast
electron, shot into a swarm of electrons and ions, down to the average velocity of the
swarm. The quantity yij enters the equations like a diffusion coefficient but in velocity
space instead of in configuration space. It is, therefore, called the diffusion-in-velocity
tensor. The term myij has the dimensions of power. The dynamical friction will reduce
the average velocity of any electron in a swarm down to the drift velocity of the swarm.
The diffusion in velocity will maintain the mean squared velocity of any electron near
the average for the swarm and thus maintain equipartition. The higher terms in Eq. 45.6
have not been given names because they are not absolutely essential to thermal equi-
librium, and also because random interactions tend to make them vanish. We note that
they exist but will not calculate them.
Introducing r into Eq. 45.3 gives
X ad3v = -X div d (45.7)
and, as this equation must hold for all functions X,
af
= -div (45.8)
at
This is the Fokker-Planck equation. As it is derived here, the Fokker-Planck equation
is a series approximation for the Boltzmann equation in powers of the deflections Av
that occur in a collision. It will converge best when collisions result in many small
deflections, that is, for long-range forces, and, therefore, is appropriate for Coulomb
forces. A different derivation based on the Langevin equation will be given in Sec. d.
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46. Conservation theorems. Because af/at is given by the Fokker-Planck equation
as the divergence of a flow vector and, as this flow vector vanishes at infinity with f,
the conservation of particles is automatically assured. This is not automatic, however,
for momentum or energy. The rate of change of total momentum and energy follows
from the Fokker-Planck equation by multiplying by mv and 2 mv and integrating by2
parts.
a r3
mv m f d v (46.1)
at
and
au - 1
.= m + - fv (46.2)
at 2
where y = -y.ii is the trace of the diffusion-in-velocity tensor. If the distribution F has
spherical symmetry, the vector is radial, and if f also has spherical symmetry, the
integral in Eq. 46.1 vanishes. In the theory of Brownian motion the dynamical friction
is taken from Stokes' l]aw
= - v (46.3)
It is then assumed that the diffusion-in-velocity coefficient is both constant and a scalar,
in order for Eq. 46.2 to vanish. It then follows that
y= 2v = 6Ik T/m (46.4)
This simple procedure is quite unsatisfactory in the present case where both oy and yi j
turn out to be complicated functions of the velocity.
b. Rutherford Scattering
47. Mean deflections. Let us now consider two interacting particles and the
coordinate system r, s, t attached to the center of gravity. The deflection of the particle
of mass m in collision with a particle of mass M (Fig. 13) are given by
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McAV M +m (1 - cos Xg)
Me
Av = M sin cos 
s M+m g
Mc sn sin 
t M+m X
Squaring, we obtain
(2 )
r + 
(1 - cos X )2
9
2(A  ) s gc2(V ) = M sin X Cos 
3 9
sin X sin* J
(47.1)
(47.2)
These quantities must be integrated over scattering angles and over the distribution
F to give i and -yij. Let us introduce the symbols 6. and 6.. for the results of the inte-
1 ij- 1. 11
gration over scattering angles; and use the definitions 27.6 and 27. 7 changed to the center
of gravity system, and also use n+ to indicate charged scatters. Then
r
2 Mc gl
AVr d = M+m n
+
(47.3)
(47.4)
r= (M + m3 v gl - v g 26rr = 2 M+m 3n
6 = )Vg2
ss tt + 3n
and all other 6's vanish because p does not depend on . Thus the vector 6 is directed
towards the center of gravity and the tensor 6 has the structure
ij = ¥ +
1
3n
6v - 2v
0
0
o 0
v 0
g2
0 vg2
(47.5)
This combination can be represented, as in Fig. 14, by an arrow and an ellipsoid of
revolution. For isotropic scattering the ellipsoid is elongated in the direction of the
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2 Mc 2e 
\M + m/
UFig. 13. Components of Av in center of Fig. 14. Dynamical friction vector
gravity coordinates r, s, t, and and diffusion tensor in rel-
in laboratory coordinates , vr, C. ative coordinates.
relative velocity, but if scattering is largely in the forward direction, that is, small
angle scattering, the ellipsoid is very much flattened in the direction of the relative
velocity. This situation comes from the factor (1 - cos X ) in Eq. 47.2 which strongly
g
weights backward scattering. At an angle as large as 30° , this factor has only 4 per cent
of its value at 180 ° . The Fokker-Planck equation converges rapidly only for small angle
2
scattering and, as (1 - cos X ) weights backward scattering very strongly, one may
g
expect that 6 will appear in higher-order terms of the Fokker-Planck equation than
rr
6s' 6tt and 6r . As we shall use only the first and second-order terms of the Fokker-
Planck equation, we shall find it necessary eventually to neglect all terms in 6
rr
It is noted that the four nonvanishing 6's contain only two v 's. There are, there-
g
fore, invariant relations between the 6's which do not depend on the scattering law. It
is these relations which result in relatively simple expressions (Eq. 52.6) for the flow
vector . In particular the trace of the tensor 6.. is a scalar
6 = 2 vgl (47.6)M+ m/ n+
and is simply related to the vector 6 .
48. Shielded Rutherford scattering. If the scattering particles of the last section
are Z-fold ionized atoms (n = Zn+), we can use for the scattering cross section the
Rutherford scattering formula
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2 2
(48.1)
(1 - cos Xg )
J
However, the integrals for both Vgl and vg2 diverge. Only the combination in 6 con-
verges, yielding
6 K K Ze) (48.2)
rr c 2 E m
The other integrals diverge logarithmically for small scattering angles. Coulomb
forces are too long ranged to consider the interaction to be simply between two particles
at all distances. This problem was considered by Chandrasekhar (41) in computing the
time of relaxation of stellar systems and led him to cut off the Rutherford cross section
(Eq. 48.1) for an impact parameter equal to the average distance between stars. Spitzer
(42) considers the same problem for electrons and ions and cuts off the Rutherford cross
section at a scattering angle X D for which the distance of closest approach is equal to
the Debye distance D. The theory of Debye and Hfickel shows that the average potential
of an ion is
Z e 2 ~E kT
V = 4i exp (-r/D) 2 (48.3)
4 E r D D 2
o n e
and, therefore, the average orbit of an electron going by an ion will be the classical orbit
of a particle in such a field. This problem has not been solved, but cutting off the
Rutherford cross section at the angle XD is an approximation thereto. The use of an
average potential is probably correct in calculating mean deflections, and its application
to mean squared deflections is then required for consistency. In the interaction of an
electron with an ion, the ion is hardly disturbed, and, therefore, will retain its electron
cloud which shields its potential. The use of the Debye sphere in electron-electron
interactions (43) is somewhat more difficult to justify. We shall assume the interaction
(48.3) above to be good in both cases. Fortunately, the cutoff only appears in a loga-
rithmic term and the difference between the assumptions of Chandrasekhar and Spitzer
is not as large as one might fear. The angle XD is given by
2
1 - cos XD 2 (48.4)
1 +q
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(T=
where
2
m c 47r e I
r o D
q= 2
Ze
in which q is a variable, as it contains c, but, as q appears only in a logarithm, it is
convenient to treat it as a constant, replacing m c by its average value 3k T. Then
r
= 67r n 3/Z = 
q = 6irn I D z:9N /2
-D + (48.5)
where N+ is the number of positive ions in the Debye sphere. It then follows from Eqs.
47.6 and 47.3 that
6 = 27r K L/c
and that
M + m r K L6 =
r M 2
c
where
(48.6)
(48.7)
L=ln l+q
Values of L for different values of
are given below.
(48.8)
3
logn T) , where the argument is in (volt-cm)
Table II
log n (e/k T) 3 L = ln l+q
10 11.256
11 10.104
12 8.953
13 7.802
14 6.650
15 5.500
16 4.348
17 3.192
18 2.053
19 1.528
20 1.528
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It is seen that, for most discharges, L is of the order 10 so that 6 is actually small
rr
compared with 6 and the ellipsoid of Fig. 14 is flattened, as indicated. The number N
varies as 1/V and is down to one for n = 3X 1018 (k T/e) cm As it seems unrea-
sonable to extend the concept of Debye to less than one particle, the shielding at high
concentrations has been set at N = 1.
+
The deflection tensor 6.. now has the form
1J
1 0 0
7rK 1
6 =- 0 L -- 0 (48.9)ij c 2
10 0 L
The approximation of replacing c by in Eq. 48.5 makes L a constant, and it will
be so treated in the manipulations that follow. However, this approximation is only valid
if L is large, and it leads to a contradiction (Eq. 53.8 does not then lead to zero flow
when f is a Maxwell distribution) unless we also neglect the non-L terms in the tensor
48.9. This amounts to neglecting 6 and equivalent terms. We, therefore, write
rr
0 0 0
7rK
6. - 0 L 0 (48.10)ij c
0 0 L
The retained terms correspond to the large forward scattering, rendered finite by the
Debye shielding. The neglected terms correspond to the much smaller large-angle
scattering, and do not contribute to the trace of the tensor.
49. Rosenbluth potentials for a single scattering. The scattering has been inte-
grated over a sphere to obtain the vector 6 and tensor 6..ij. These must now be inte-
grated over the distribution in velocity space according to Eqs. 45.4 and 45.5 in order
to obtain the dynamical friction and diffusion-in-velocity. However, vectors, and to a
higher degree tensors, are awkward to integrate. M. Rosenbluth (44) has shown that
6 and 6.. can be obtained from two "potentials"
r 1J
g= irKL I c (49.1)
rKL
h IKL (49.2)
where the subscript 1 indicates that they are the potentials for a single scattering (the
subscript will be dropped when they are integrated over the distribution function); and
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hi is an ordinary Coulomb potential, except that it is taken in velocity space, and cor-
responds to the fact that the dynamical friction 6 varies inversely as the square of the
relative velocity
M+m-6 M V h1 (49.3)
The mass factor is close to one for ion-electron scattering, but it is two for electron-
electron scattering. The new potential is gl, and it is easy to show that
g = rKLc/ c (49.4)
and
2
a gl
6..i = (49.5)
ij ac i ac.
where the components c. and c. are taken in Cartesian coordinates. The relation between
1 3
the two Rosenbluth potentials is found by taking the trace of Eq. 49.5
2
V = -2h (49.6)
50. Coulomb's law in velocity space. The relation between dynamical friction in a
plasma and Coulomb's law allows us to apply immediately all the results of potential
theory. Consider, for instance, scattering particles whose distribution in velocity
space is spherical. Then we know that the dynamical friction on a test particle in this
distribution can be attributed entirely to particles whose speed is less than the speed of
the test particle and these latter can be considered concentrated at the center of the
spherical distribution.
(a) Let us apply this to the conductivity of a completely ionized plasma. Let us
take axes moving with the electron drift and assume that the electrons have a spherical
distribution
f=n) e-mv /2kT (50.1)
and let us suppose that the ions have a small drift velocity v d relative to the electrons
and have very little random velocity about this drift velocity. Then the dynamical
friction acting on the ions is attributable entirely to the
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2 3/2
2n mvd
32n_ vd (50.2)
nd ]/~ \kT
electrons whose velocity is less than vd, and the dynamical friction is equal to
2
M +m 7rKL -Z d m (50.3)
Mr = -M v nn = 3
m 3 d + d 3m 2rkT
Vd r 0
This dynamical friction must be balanced by the applied electric force
MF + n eE = 0 (50.4)
from which we obtain the conductivity
n evd 3m 2e 2 3 /2
- r 0 2 kTa = d = r(--" I (50.5)E - ZL e m
This formula turns out to be too small (45) by a factor 1.9747 mainly because of the
neglect of diffusion-in-velocity, which acts to reduce the dynamical friction, but it
illustrates the application of potential theory.
() Consider now a fast electron, such that the dynamical friction acting on it is due
to all the other electrons and is -2irn KL/v . In the presence of an external electric
field E, the total force on such an electron is
F = -eE - 2rm KL nv/v (50.6)
This is the formula for the resultant of a uniform field plus a point charge, and the flow
lines of such a field are given by
22
2 2vb C
v = +1 + cos 0 sin 2
sin 0
where C is an arbitrary constant, and the product
2 1
mr b en en 18 voltE 2 7r enrL - = 13 X 10 n volt /meter (50.7)2e 47r e 4 e
o o
is seen to be related to the product of the electric field and potential at the interelectronic
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Fig. 15. Flow in velocity space attributable to
external field and dynamical friction.
-1/3distance n . The flow lines are of two kinds.
For negative C, the flow lines go through the origin. For positive C, they go to
infinity at both ends, the singular line separating these two categories being given by
C = 0. If we neglect the effects of diffusion-in-velocity, which give rise to transitions
between lines, it is seen that electrons whose velocity is such that C is negative tend
to stay with the electron distribution, whereas electrons of faster velocity for which C
is positive will be accelerated indefinitely by the applied field and tend to escape. The
escape velocity is vb for an electron moving in the direction of the field.
51. The potentials of a scattering field. The two Rosenbluth potentials
g (v) = 7rKLcFd 3V (51.1)
h (v) = KL F d3V (51.2)
c
are obtained by integrating the single scattering potentials over the velocity field of the
scattering particles, and it will be assumed that their velocity distribution is expanded
in Legendre polynomials in M = cos 0:
F (V) = F(V) P (I.) (51.3)
It is then necessary, in order to perform the integrations for the potentials g (v) and
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h (v), to expand c and 1/i c I in Legendre polynomials in x, the cosine of the angle
between the velocities v and V of the colliding particles:
r z (V/v)2 1
21-1-3 21 - 1 P (x) V<v
(51.4)
Vz (v/V)2 1i21 + 3 , v 
vL (vl' P,1(x
vZ (v/ P(x)
V> v
V< v
V>v
(51.5)
The necessary integrals are all of the forms
v
I = 4rv ; FIV2 +j dVj J~~~
j>0
(51.6)
oo1 if~0 0
I =4wiIt - 4rvJv
-j
'fj 4svj
1~ V2 - j dV
it being noted that Io(v) gives the0
is related to the current density.
relation:
j> 
1Thconese integrals saticles of speed less than v, andifferential
These integrals satisfy the following differential
a Ai 3 1
v- +JI = + 47rv Fav we f
Substituting in Eqs. 51.1 and 51.2, we find the two potentials
+2 Il-1 jI + I1 P ( )
g · · · Z[ ~~~~~I1 +KLv +I 1 1-1 I
=vzL 21+3 - 21 - 1 21 +1
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I1c
cl
(51.7)
(51.8)
_ 
__ __
_r KL [I + P )h = 1- 21 +1 (51.9)
52. Flow in velocity space. One obtains the diffusion-in-velocity j.. and the dynam-
ical friction -y by applying the gradient operator to the potentials, but, as these are
desired in polar coordinates, we shall first give the suitable modification of Eq. 49.5.
2
ag
vv av 2
_ =sinO l8g a2 
ve v v8 av al
1 ag ag 1 - 2 a g2
7y + - g(52.1)00 v v 2 am 2
v v 8~
Y0 1 v ag ag
7+ v 8v 2 8a
It is readily verified that the trace of this tensor is the Laplacian of g; hence
It is readily verified that the trace y of this tensor is the Laplacian of g; hence
1 a 2 ag + 1 a (1 - )g = -2h (52.2)2av -+ 2v -( - a
v v
Similarly,
M +m ah
v M av
M +m ah
y 0- Mv a8 
= 0
(52.3)
Substitution for g and h from Eqs. 51.8 and 51.9 gives the components of ij and -i
in terms of the integrals I .. These components can then be substituted in Eq. 45.6 to
+J
obtain the flow r. in velocity space. This expression can be written, using only second-
1
order terms,
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1 aYijaf
ri =(. - av f - 7ij av
2 8v Tj ij 8v.
(52.4)
3\ faf
i 21  ij av.
j J
It now follows from the relation (Eq. 49.6) between g and h that, were it not for the mass
factor 1 + m/M in Eq. 49.3, the two terms in parentheses would exactly cancel, and this
is a consequence of the form of the diffusion tensor 48.10. Including the mass factor, we
find
-, m -(
Y/= M + m ? (52.5)M +m
The "effective" dynamical friction y' is, in the case of electron-electron scattering,
reduced to half the "true" value y, and, in the case of electron-ion scattering, is reduced
several thousandfold. This cancellation expresses the fact that electrons can lose only
a very small fraction of their energy in a collision with an ion, although they lose one
half, on the average, in colliding with a stationary electron. Thus, -y' is the effective
dynamical friction for energy transfer.
We can now write
?f1 / af af
v v 2 vv av vO va
1 af afr= - (v av+ -- v O) (52.6)
r =0
c. Maxwellian Distribution of Scatterers
53. Reduction of the flow vector. We shall first assume that the expansion 51.3 for
F requires only the first two terms. Substitution of Eq. 51.8 in Eq. 52.1 then yields the
following components for the diffusion-in-velocity:
KL I1 I 13 + 1
Kvv 2 -1 3 -2 cos
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g ·
KL -2I01 I2
ly = = I ++00ee = v 3
1 1 2 131 - 51 - 21
7rKL 3 1 -2
7ve v 15
51 - 31 + 21
1 3 -2
sin 0 =- 
2KL o I1 + -2
v I0 + I-1 3 cosb
Substituting Eq. 51.9 in Eq. 52.3 we obtain the dynamicalfriction:
M + m KL 
v M 2 Io
v 
2I1 -I 
+ 3 cos 03
(53.2)
1 1
M +m rKL 1 + -2
7e M 2 3 sin 0
M 2 3
v
These expressions are further reduced by a choice
of gravity of the scattering particles.
equations reduce to
Then, F = 0, I.
J
of axes moving with the
= O, = = 0, and the
v8 
1 8f
v v 2 vv v
(53.3)
1 af
F -0 2 7 00 v80
Furthermore, if the scattering distribution is Maxwellian,
F = n+M ) 3/2= n( 2 '7T)
-MV2/2kT
e
i = n rf Fc f Mv 47rkT
o 2kT M
The vector and tensor components are
' = -7rKL m I
v Mo
cos 0
(53.1)
center
flow
(53.4)
(53.5)
(53.6)
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2kT 
-
'vv mv v
r'KL 4 kT I {}
00 v - o
and the flow equations are
r =7, (f+ kT D)
(53.8)
700 af
0 2v 0
It is evident that the flow in velocity space vanishes if, and only if, the scattered particles
have a Maxwellian distribution at the same temperature as the scatterers. This is indeed
as it must be and shows that the approximations of Sec. 48 are consistent. If one treats
L as a constant but does not neglect the non-L terms in 48.9 this relation is not found.
54. Electron interactions. Integrating Eq. 53.8 over a sphere in velocity space
gives the gain, caused by interactions,
G = 4 2 KL I o + kT 3uf (54.1)
and this gives the rate at which a nonequilibrium distribution tends towards equilibrium.
If f is Maxwellian at a temperature above T, the gain is everywhere negative and the
distribution contracts. Reciprocally, if f is too cold, it expands. Ions are relatively
inefficient in thermalizing an electron distribution because of the factor m/M. Of course,
if we are considering the interactions of electrons, I itself is an integral over f and
the factor "kT" should be a function depending on I + I, but we shall disregard this2 -it
error in the following discussion. However, in solving the gain equation we must
remember that kT is itself an unknown, representing the mean energy of the unknown f.
We would like to study the transition in electron distribution functions from those
given in Sec. 35 as electron-electron interactions become important. To do this we
merely add the gain (Eq. 54.1) due to interactions to the gain (Eq. 34.2) due to the field
and collisions:
G _c ucv f 3G = Vc Uc + KL I kT + a v + KL I f (54.2)
4nd r 3 o M C o 
and use this in the gain equation 34.2. Expanding I in powers of v,
0
90
I0 n ( m v 3m vOkT (54.3)
and comparing this with the gain due to the electric field, we see that, for slow electrons,
the interaction first becomes dominant at a concentration
27r E 2v 
mikT o c (54c4)
_ X 2r 2 v (54.4)2 L
or at a degree of ionization
n u 18
g- c kT c 1.3 (54.5)
n e e 108 103 L
Each factor in this product is generally less than one, particularly the last one which is
-4 -4
about 10 . For degrees of ionization above 10 , the distribution functions will look
more Maxwellian than those derived in Sec. 35.
Even though the electron concentration may considerably exceed the limit set by
Eq. 54.4, there are two circumstances that keep the electron interactions from modifying
the distribution functions too severely. Electron interactions modify neither their
number nor their total energy. The plasma balance equation
V. = D/A2 (54.6)1
and the energy balance equation
2 2 3m 2
n e E v u f 47rv dv + v u f 4r v dv (54.7)
x M c
v 0
x
do not contain the interaction terms explicitly.
As the electron concentration becomes high and the two interaction terms in the
gain become large, the temperature becomes indeterminate. We are then approaching
thermal equilibrium and the temperature is determined by Saha's equation
na ga 3 eV./kTa h 1
n n 2./e (54.8)
+ - i (27r m kT) 3
where n is the number of atoms remaining neutral, ga and gi the statistical weights of
aa 
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the ground states of atom and ion.
55. Electron-ion interactions. If the scattering particles are ions of mass
M >> m, all terms in 1/M in Eqs. 53.6 and 53.7, are negligible, leaving only
7r K L 7r L Kn
700 V v 
rKLn 7rLKnK L n+ af +0 2v2
0 2v2 80 2v2
sin 0 fl
all other terms being smaller than this one in the ratio m/M.
Z- axis,
F = - r sinO
If we project on the
7r KL n+
=- 2 fl sin 2 0
2v
and the total dynamical friction on the electrons is
2
d2v2dv 472
m ddv -3 mKLnz  + fl dv (55.4)
which must, in the absence of other collisions, be equal to the applied force ne E.
The current is given by Eq. 19.7 as
J =eJ 4 ff v dv = .E3 1
from which one obtains the conductivity a.
1
2
n e
r =
i 7rmKLn
f_ l v dv
+ ffdv
7rm 
ZL e
flv3 dv
fl dv
(55.5)
(55.6)
(55.3)
Spitzer shows that the distribution f is given approximately by
1 2 -mv 2 /2kTf =Ave
whence the conductivity is
4 7rE 2
m oZL ei Z L eeoj
3
k2 X 1.1632
rm
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(55.1)
(55.2)
(55.7)
(55.8)
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where the numerical factor was obtained by Spitzer by numerical integration of a distri-
bution function slightly different from Eq. 55.7. The conductivity of a completely ionized
plasma is independent of the concentration n because the number of resisting elements
n is proportional to the number of conducting elements n . However, if the atoms are
more than singly ionized, the conductivity is reduced. The conductivity increases as the
three-halves power of the temperature because c times the Rutherford scattering cross
section varies inversely as the cube of the relative velocity.
56. Conductivity of a partially ionized plasma. If the electrons collide with neutral
gas as well as being deflected by the ions, the collision frequencies add and, therefore,
the resistivities approximately add
1 -- + 1 (56.1)
a a. n ep
1
We are interested in the transition from "mobility" to "conductivity", that is, in the
ratio
n e 3/2 n+
X = - cw. (56.2)
a. 1 n1 g
where
w. = eV./kT (56.3)
1 1
and
c L( ng) 4 2 2 (56.4)9 2V ,o 4 . 2
2 
In the expression for c, p is in m2/sec volt and p in mm, c is a number of the order
of 2, so the value of n /n for the transition depends mainly on wi. As this is generally
greater than 5, the conductivity transition takes place when the plasma is less than 5
per cent ionized, a much higher per cent than for the electron interaction transition. We
may, therefore, be justified in using Saha's equation in this section.
The meaning of n is somewhat ambiguous. In principle, it is the concentration of
neutral atoms, n = n , but if the ions are not stripped, they have remaining electron
shells and these contribute to the scattering. If they scatter equally with neutral atoms,
n = n , the original concentration of gas atoms. We shall adopt this last assumption.
Saha's equation (Eq. 54. 8) can be written
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a Ad 3/2 1
= w2w. e (56.5)
n n Zn i
+ - o
Zn h g
~~~~~~~~A a ~~0 a Z p ~(56.6)
2gi (2 m e V.) 3 / 2 gi V 3 / 2 17 104
1 1
where p is in mm. Therefore, is always very small.
Eliminating n between Eqs. 56.2 and 56.5 gives an equation for the ratio X in terms
of the temperature:
Wi 3/2 c cAe w. + (56.7)1 X2 - X
(+ for stripped ions n = n, - for normal ions n = n )
One can usually neglect the last term, and the conductivity ratio is given by
2 -w.
2 c 2 3/2 1X2 c 3 /2 e (56.8)
A 1
d. Stochastic Processes
57. The Fokker-Planck equation. The derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation
given in Sec. 45 is not the conventional one. Following Chandrasekhar (46), let
W(v', Av) be the probability that an electron at v' changes its velocity by Av in a time
At. Then
f(vt + At) = f(v',t) W(v',Av) d Av (57.1)
Expand both sides in Taylor series:
f(v,t + At) = f + --aAt +. . . (57.2)
at
2
a(fW) 1 a (fW)
f(v',t) W("',Av) = f(v,t) W(v,a (fW- Av + v Av Av.... (57.3)8v. i 2 8v.v. 1 j
1 1 J
Substituting in Eq. 57.1, and introducing the notation,
IWdv = (57.4)
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WAvd3 Av = At (57.5)
W Av. Av. d v=y At (57.6)1 = ij
we obtain
2
af div adiv ~j..f +... (57.7)
at 2 8v. 1 v. j
which is formally identical to Eq. 45.8.
58. The Langevin equation. The similarity between Eq. 45.8 and Eq. 57.7 is, how-
ever, purely formal. The -y's have different meanings in the two equations.
The Langevin equation for an electron is
d = A(t) = -eE(t)/m (58.1)dt
where E(t) is the microfield acting on an electron because of its rapidly varying ionic
environment. A(t) has an average value
A(t) = (58.2)
and a correlation function
A.(t + s) A.(t) = . .(s) (58.3)1 J 1J
where the bar represents an assembly average.
Let us assume that
iJ(s) ds = ij (58.4)
0
From the Langevin equation,
At
A-v A dt (58.5)
T=0 ~d
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and taking averages,
Av = y At (58.6)
which is the same as Eq. 57.5. Similarly (47),
At At
Av. Av. f J A.(t) A.(u) dt du (58.7)
At At
Av. Av. = 0 F ij(s) dt ds =-ij At (58.8)
O 'O
provided At >> 7, where is the fluctuation time of A(t) or the mean width of the
correlation function ij..(s). This is the same as Eq. 57.6.
1J
The higher-order correlations will generally be finite when integrated once, and,
therefore, products such as Av. Av. Avk will be proportional to (At) or higher powers.1 j k
It follows then that, if At is very small (but it must not go to zero), all terms after the
first two in the Fokker-Planck equation are also very small, and the two-term equation
we have used is correct.
The present derivation is not applicable when At -0, for if At << , (s) in Eq. 58.8
is substantially constant and
Av. Av. ,y..(At)2 /7 (58.9)
1 3J 1j
Even the second-order term in the Fokker-Planck equation then vanishes (48).
The times At and - are readily interpreted in the electron interaction problem.
At is the time to produce Av and is therefore the interaction time or the transit time
across a Debye sphere. The fluctuation time is the time to change nearest neighbors.
T << At if there are many particles in a Debye sphere. The unfavorable situation for
Boltzmann theory is the favorable one for stochastic theory. But the coefficients ij
should be derived from the correlation of the microfield, not from a collision integral.
Boltzmann theory is ideally suited to rigid sphere collisions, in which At -0, but
A(t) - oo so that Av is not proportional to At. No terms in the Fokker-Planck equation
then vanish. The stochastic function A(t) is then a random series of sharp impulses so
the fluctuation time 7 also vanishes.
If, as in the theory of Brownian motion, we are considering the motion of a very
96
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heavy particle in a light gas, so that Av-for one collision is very small, we can change
our meanings of At and Av and let them extend over several collisions. We are then back
to the conditions of Eq. 58.8, and stochastic theory can be applied.
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